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ABSTRACT

The sailing ships' log-books contained in the Hudson's Bay

company Archives were used to reconstruct summer sea ice

conditions in the Labrador Sea f rom 17s1 to 1870. This

reconstruction involved the development of an ice severity index,

derived from a content analysis of the word roots and phrases in

the ice descriptions, and the comparison of historic encounters

with the presence of ice in the same sector in 1965.

The ice severity index obtained for the Labrador sea did not

demonstrate a significant relationship with other ice severity

indices derived for Hudson strait and Hudson Bay. The ice

severity index displayed some similarities to ice severity derived

for other regions of the Labrador Sea.

A highly significant volcanic signal was found in the ice

severity index indicating a relationship between volcanic dust

and the atmospheric círculation responsible for late ice retreat

in the Labrador Sea.

The number of icebergs sighted each year was also

estimated for the period 1ZS1 to 1970.
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Chapter 1: lntroduction, Previous Research and
Plan of Thesis

It is not easy for the average canadian to acquire a balanced

appreciation of the immensity and significance of the tangle of

islands, peninsulas, straits and inrand seas that comprise our

arctic and subarctic territory. From our perspective Canada is an

elongated country spanning five time zones, connecting two

oceans, and its cities and agricultural land are flung in a narrow

belt along the United States border. our customary view of the

country fails to grasp the fact that the linear distance from Lake

Erie to the northernmost point of Ellesmere tsland at Alert is

approximately the same as that from vancouver to Halifax, or

that the coast of Baffin lsland is encountered at roughly the

midpoint between Lake Erie and Alert. off the southeast coast of

Baffin lsland lies the Labrador sea, an area that even today is

considered remote.

The remoteness of the north is also reflected in the relative

paucity of scientific knowledge of the region. One manifestation

of this, that is relevant to the subject of this thesis, concerns

our knowledge of sea ice conditions in Hudson Bay and its
approaches through Hudson Strait and the Labrador Sea. The

Labrador sea has had centuries of f ishing, whaling and
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explorat¡on, and together with Hudson strait and Hudson Bay

these waters have a long commercial history as a sailing route

for vessels engaged in trade between Europe and harbours on

Hudson Bay. Ships have plied this route since the founding of the

Hudson's Bay company in 1668 and the modern shipping era dates

for the establishment of the port of Churchill in 1929. Despite

this long history, knowledge of ice conditions in Hudson Bay was

so deficient in the mid twentieth century that Burbidge (19s1)

stated:

until 1948 little was known about the area of ice in
the central waters of Hudson Bay in winter. lce was
known to form around the edges but reports by local
residents and explorers all expressed the opinion that
the central parts of Hudson Bay remained as open
water throughout the winter. This was also the
opinion of many circles in the United States I the
authoritative lce Atlas of the Northern Hemisphere
(1946) shows only a narrow coastal fringe of ice.

It is surprising that only four decades have elapsed since it first

became known that this great inland sea freezes over in winter.

Equally surprising is that the evidence provided by Burbidge

consisted not of direct observations made during scientif ic

aircraft surveillance but rather of indirect climatological
evidence. Prior to the January freeze-up, polar continental air is

significantly warmed during its passage across Hudson Bay,

presumably due to contact with open water. From January

through March the absence of this warming indicates contact with

a virtually unbroken ice cover.
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Burbidge's (1951) f indings were, however, published

immediately before the commencement, in the early 1950s, of

systematic aerial ice reconnaissance in the Canadian arctic and

subarctic. By the late 1960s satellite observations became

available for the whole polar basin. These technological

innovations provided the means for the scientific study of sea ice

while recent economic and political forces provided impetus to

these studies. Among the most important of these were the

energy crisis of the 1970s which pushed the search for energy

resources to the high arctic and the realizatíon by Canadians of

the arctic archipelago's strategic importance. ln the postwar

decades the arctic occupied a position of great strategic
importance with regard to the military interests of the great

powers. Late in this period an awakening of Canadian concern

with its sovereignty in the arctic further stimulated scientific

research in general and ice surveillance in particular. This has

culminated in current plans by the Canadian government to

strengthen its navy and increase naval patrols as a means of

asserting sovereignty in the arctic archipelago.

Despite these developments the period of the sea ice record

remains brief. The primary sources of sea ice information in

Hudson Bay, Hudson strait and the Labrador sea are weekly maps

of ice margins in lce summary and Anatysis: Hudson Bay and
Approaches published annually trom 1964 through 1g7g by tce
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Forecasting central of Environment canada. The same

information ís available for the period since 1g7g in unpublished

maps prepared by lce Forecasting central. Two major secondary

sources present the ice information observed since 1 g64: Ice
Atlas: canadian Arctic waterways (Markham, 1gg1) and lce Atlas:

Hudson Bay and Approaches (Markham, lgBB). These sources are a

basis for studying spatial patterns of ice information and

dispersal, seasonal ice regimes and year to year fluctuations

during the last two decades. However, the modern ice record

provides no information that can be used in the study of sea ice

varíations during recent decades and centuries. The only recourse

available for the study of long term variations in sea ice is to use

the indirect evidence which is primarily contained in written

historical sources.

The primary objective of this study is to use the sea ice

descriptions contained in the log-books of the Hudson's Bay

company (HBc), to reconstruct summer sea ice conditions in the

western portion of the Labrador Sea for the period 1ls1 to 1970.

Thís research is similar in several respects to that done by

Catchpole and Halpin (1987). The objectives and sources of the

two studies are the same and the method used to derive the

indices also has some affinities with that applied by Catchpole

and Halpin (1987). The ice index is compared with other historic

sea ice indices, and tested for the presence of a volcanic signal.
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1.1 Previous Research

Although the most direct source of historical climatic

information is instrumental records, these records do not exist

for many areas and where they are available they are often

restricted to the recent past. To obtain information before the

period of instrumental measurements and scientific surveillance,

proxy records of climate must be used. Proxy records are derived

from analyses of climatic dependent variables. In his study of

the proxy evidence of climatic change in the euaternary, Bradley

(1985) identified historical evidence as one of the four major

categories which include also ice core, geological and biological

evidence. The fundamental limitation of the historical evidence

is the brevity of the períod of time in which it is avaitable.

However, the strengths of historical evidence lie in the accuracy

with which it can be dated and the high resolution of the

information it yields. only ice core and tree ring data compare in
quality with the historical evidence in terms of accuracy of

dating and resolution (Bradley, 1gBS, p.g-g).

A general review of paleoclimatic research based on

historic evidence is tar beyond the scope of this thesis. This

review will focus upon three aspects of the use of written

historical evidence for climatic reconstruction:
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1 ) studies based on sailing ships' log-books;

2) studies based on both the post journals and sailing

ships' log-books in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives

(HBCA) in the Provincial Archives of Manitoba (pAM);

3) studies of sea ice conditions in the Labrador Sea.

As early as 1855 the value of ships'rog-books in scientific

studies was realized: "Every ship that navigates the high seas

with these logs on board may henceforth be regarded as a

floating observatory" (Maury, 1Bss). until recently, however,

these sources were poorly exploited. oliver and Kington (1970)

used ships' log-books with land station data to produce synoptic

weather charts of western Europe for a number of years in the

1780s. Landsberg (1990) observed that: "a particularly usef ul

source, often meticulously kept, is the log-book of a vessel".

These are valuable historic sources because these off icers,

whether naval or merchant, were instructed to record all manner

of details concerning their ships in the log-books. The following

is an example of the official directives given to naval officers

early in the eighteenth century:

He [the Captain or Commander] is, from the Time of
his going on board, to keep a Journal, according to the
Form set down ... and to be careful to note therein all
Occurrences, viz. Place where the Ship is at Noon;
Changes of Wind and Weather; Salutes, with the
Reasons thereof; Remarks on unknown places; and in
general, every circumstance that concerns the ship,
her Stores and Provisions.
(Oliver and Kington, 1970)
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A reason why log-books have seldom been used as historical

climatic sources is that: "much of the detail in ships' log-books is

difficult to utilize when it comes to monthly, or longer, periods

of climatíc reconstruction, for the obvious reason that the period

covered at any one locality is a brief one even if the vessel is at

port" (oliver and Kington, 1970). However, a collection of log-

books is a potentially valuable source of information about

climatic change if the ships followed roughly the same route and

traveled at roughly the same time of year, for a considerable

number of years. The collection of log-books in the HBCA meets

these criteria since they were written on ships that followed a

prescribed route in mid to late summer for a period of 120 years.

ln the studies conducted here and by Faurer (1991), Gatchpole and

Faurer (1983), and catchpole and Harpin (1997), the ships' log-

books in the HBcA were available for Hudson Bay and its
approaches through Hudson Strait and the Labrador sea and

provided an indication of the prevailing ice clearing conditions

for the 120 year period from 1751 to 1870.

The post journals in the HBcA contain both direct
instrumental weather observations and also proxy evidence of

climatic conditions. The instrumental observations are primarily

of air temperature and, less frequentry, surface pressure. The

distributions of these observations, instruments and observing

routines have been examined by Ball (1g8gb) and by wilson (19gg,
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1985a and 1985b). These researchers developed procedures for

correcting the primary observations for inconsistencies in

instrumental design and exposure. The proxy evidence in these

sources has been used for two general types of climatic

reconstruction. The phenological studies have examined seasonal

changes by studying dates of first occurrences of river break-up

and freeze-up (Moodie and catchpole, 1975), rainfall and thunder

in spring, and snowfall and frost in fall (Balr, 1gg2). The second

approach to the use of proxy evidence has enumerated the

frequencies of occurrence of rainfall, snowfall, thunder, specific

wind directions etc. (Ball, 1gB2) to provide indications of the

f requencies of occurrence of specific phenomena within the

seasons.

A more immediate background to this research was provided

by the analyses of historical sea ice conditions conducted by

Faurer (1981), catchpole and Faurer (1g8g), catchpole and Halpin

(1987), and catchpole and Hanuta (unpubrished manuscript).

These studies were also based on the HBC supply ships' log-books.

Faurer's (1981) and catchpole and Faurer's (1ggg) analysis

derived indices of annual summer sea ice severity in Hudson

Strait. This analysis was based on the relationship between the

duration of the passage through Hudson Strait and ice severity,

but did not analyze the descriptions of ice given in the log-books

ín detail. catchpole and Halpin's (1997) study of sea ice

conditions in eastern Hudson Bay proved to be a useful source
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because its methodology was applicable, with some

modifications, to the ice descriptions in the Labrador sea.

Few studies have concentrated on sea ice conditions in the

Labrador sea, either historically or at the present day. These

include studies by crane (1978), sowden and Geddes (1990),

Markham (1981 and 1988), and Newell (1989). Each of these

relied on a common primary source of information on recent sea

ice conditions. lce Forecasting Central of the Atmospheric

Environment service published weekly, or bíweekry, maps

showing the spatial distribution of ice conditions classif ied

according to age and concentration, from 1964 to 1979. This

information is still available, although unpublished, for the

period since 1973. Sowden and Geddes (1g80) used these sources

to construct a series of weekly maps showing the maximum and

minimum ice limits for the period 1964 to 1g7g and the median

ice limit for the period 1964 to 1grg. The ice limits were based

on only ten or 15 years of data, but because of the lack of ice

information in Hudson Bay and its approaches these limits have

been used to represent present day normal and present day

extremes. Crane (1978) used the information compiled by lce

Forecasting Central in his analysis of summer ice dispersal,

winter ice formation, and the relevant synoptic atmospheric

patterns in the Labrador Sea. Crane identified two distinct
patterns of ice retreat, termed early and late, and these are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7.
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Newell's (1979, 1983) research was of particular relevance

to this thesis. Newell concentrated on the eastern Canadian

arctic, and he reconstructed both modern and historical ice

conditions. Newell (1983) used historical evidence f rom the

Moravian missions in Labrador to establish ice conditions in the

nineteenth century in the Labrador Sea. ln the western part of the

Labrador Sea, his sources mainly provided information between

55oN and 59"N. His ice information for north of 5go was from

west Greenland sources compiled by speerschneider (1991). Thus

the research in this thesis was adjacent geographically and had

very little overlap. There was, however, a large overlap in time

period. Although the first mission was established at Nain in

1770, with okak established in 1776, and Hopedare in 1796, most

of Newell's data were from 1800 to 1900. There was a temporal

overlap with this research from 1800 to 1870, a totat of s0

years. The information derived from the HBOA put together with

the information Newell obtained from the Moravian missions gave

each set of data a measure of validity. From this a measure of

the ice conditions in the western end of the Labrador Sea in the

nineteenth century was established.
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1.2 Plan of Thesis

chapter 2 describes the routes and sailing routine of the

HBc supply ships and it also defines the study area used in this

thesis. The chapter also examines the modern ice conditions

observed in the Labrador Sea at the time of the year when the

sailing ships made their crossing. The objective of this is to

provide background information on the ice conditions that the

sailing ships would encounter if they sailed today.

Chapter 3 discusses the HBCA as a data source. The log-

books are analyzed in terms of their period of record, numbers,

format and contents of the individual log-page, and how

information was retrieved from them.

Chapter 4 concentrates on the ability of the HBC officers to

locate their ships while at sea. Navigational accuracy ís tested

and a method of correcting obvious errors is íntroduced to

establish a network of marine sectors in which to locate the

s h ips.

chapter 5 is an analysis of the word roots and phrases

contained in the ice descriptions. These word roots and phrases

are coded, using content analysis, to obtain an index of summer

sea ice severity in the Labrador Sea.

ln chapter 6 the interpretation of the resurts invorves a
comparison of the index obtained in Chapter 5 with other historic

sea ice indices from Hudson Bay, Hudson Strait, and the Labrador

Sea.
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Chapter 7 examines the relationship between

and sea ice severity. A significant volcanic signal

the index of summer sea ice severity obtained for

Sea.

Chapter I contains a discussion of icebergs,

notation used by the HBC, and an attempt is made

annual estimate of icebergs from 1751 to 1870.

chapter 9 summarizes the results of the study and contains

some concluding remarks.

volcanic dust

is observed in

the Labrador

including the

to provide an
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Chapter 2z The HBC Supply Ships

2.1 Sailing Route & Study Area

One of the reasons the data from the ships' logs are very

useful is that in each of the 117 years the ships followed the

same general route across The Atlantic Ocean. Figure 2.1 shows

the usual route of the ships across the Labrador Sea, while Figure

2.2 has the routes of two specific examples, 1B3S and 1896. ln

both figures it is obvious that the HBc crews gave Cape Farewell,

Greenland a wide berth. They did this for two reasons. Firstly to

avoid ice and secondly because they were unsure of the exact

location of cape Farewell. chappell mentions this in his

narrative. "According to some charts, we considered ourselves

this day to be in the longitude of cape Farewell in Greenland.
Nothing can exceed the uncertainty that prevails in almost every

chart and book of navigation, respecting the tongitude of the cape

in question" (chappell, 1817, p.34). once past cape Fareweil the

ships headed northwest until they were at about the same

latitude as Resolution lsland. when they were within sight of

Resolution lsland the ships entered Hudson Strait by passing

close to the south of Cape Resolution. The reasons for this route

will become apparent when ice conditions and ocean currents are

examined.



Flgure 2.1: Typtcal Route Through the Labrador Sea

s



Flgure 2.2: .Routes sailed by the HBc shtps tn 1g35 and 1836

Route salled: 1835 

- 
1836 _
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Figure 2.3: Study Area: The Labrador Sea
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The area of study for this research is the Labrador sea,
shaded in Figure 2.3. This is a broad area spanning about 1go

miles (nautical miles are used throughout this historical study)

in width but the ships usually followed a fairly straight route and

d¡d not range over a very large north-south area in the Labrador

sea in any one year. The eastern boundary is the west coast of

Greenland and the longitude of Cape Farewell in the Atlantic

ocean. Precision in determining this boundary is not a major

concern as ice was very selöom seen in this area. ln fact, almost

all pack ice sightings were in the western portion of the Labrador

Sea. The western boundary to the study area is the entrance to
Hudson Strait which is enlarged in Figure 2.4. The entrance to

Hudson Strait is a natural boundary and the sailors considered

that the rounding of cape Resolution marked the end of their
Atlantic crossing and the end of the first leg of their trip. The

following excerpts from two different voyages demonstrate how

the crew considered passing cape Resolution as the entrance to
Hudson Strait:

10 am Rounding Cape Resolution and at 10 AM ljudge
we were abreast of it.

noon About 10 AM lthink we entered Hudson's
Stra its.
(HBCA, PAM, King George il log-book, August 7,
I 776, C.1/390.)

At g past the Cape and entered the Strait.
(HBCA, PAM, King George ttt tog-book, July p0,
1797, C.rß90.)
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Figure 2.4: The Western Boundary of the Study Area

650 640 630

Hudson Stral
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lf the log-keeper d¡d not actually specify when the ship
entered Hudson strait or passed cape Resolution, the time of
entry would be approximated from the bearings of the landmarks.

For example, if cape Resotution was recorded as having a south-

east bearing with respect to the ship then the ship had passed the

Cape and could be considered in Hudson Strait.

ln one year, 17s9, the ships did not enter Hudson strait by
passing to the south of cape Resolution. lnstead, the HBC ships

became embayed in ice and were carried into Hudson Strait north

of Resolution lsland. The route the ships were forced to take
cannot be determined since precise locational information was
not given in the log-books on this occasion. The log-book entries
from July 26 to July 29, 17sg are given in Figure 2.s, and these
demonstrate the helplessness of the crew as the ocean current
and ice forced the convoy into Hudson Strait.

It is important to note that Faurer (1gg1), in her analysis of
ice conditions in Hudson Strait, used a different definition of the
entrance to Hudson strait. ln her study, the ships were
considered to have entered Hudson strait when the crew reported
that they first saw Resolution rsland. This means that there is a
slight overlap in the areas covered by the two studies. ln most
cases, this is a minor overlap spanning about one day but, in 1g16
the Prince of wales r d¡d not enter Hudson strait for zs days
after the crew first sighted Resolution lsland.
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Figure 2.5t The King George I Log-book, 1753
July 26 to July 28

July 26 Latitude by account: South of 62

2 Pm at a grappling in fast ice

4 am Saw the Land from South to NNE:
by which we are quite lmbayed & in fast lce
still driving on towards the shore,
God knows the event. we are not
able to do anything, being fast in lce

July 27 .

4 pm drivlng about NW throu' many lstands in fast lce

8 pm the HBay fast to the same piece of lce

3 am At 3 was set by the tide and lce within
ten yards of a point of an lsland the lce very
rude & close ... we recieve a great many
hard squeezes but thank God no damage
to the ship at present

July 28

3 pm at 3 drove so near small island as
we could reach it with an lce trowl. The tide
running near four mile an hour recieved a very hard
squeeze but did us no damage but did some
damage to the HBay. Ruther saw the land SSW: end
NNE: which Southern point appears thro' haze to
be SW end of Resolution...

12 I find we now drive about west
by compass which gives me reason to believe
we are now in Hudson,s Streights as we
cannot see land to the Westwards

(HBCA, PAM, King George I tog-book, t7SS, C.f/g6Z)
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2.2 Sailing Dates of the HBC Ships

Not only did the ships foilow the same route year after year

but they also sailed at the same time of yeat. lce conditions in

l-Jt¡dson strait dictated the time of year in which the supply ships
sailed. Hudson strait is only open to navigation for a few months

in the summer and fall each year. Thus the ships had to traverse
,l'J,udson strait as soon as possibre atter the ice opened in spring to

enable them to deliver provigions to the posts in Hudson Bay, pick

up furs, and then return through Hudson strait before freeze-up.

These time constraints ensured that the HBc supply ships crossed
the Labrador sea and entered Hudson strait at about the same
time each year. A statistical anatysis of some key dates was
applied to ascertain the dates the ships left Britain, the dates
they entered Hudson Strait, and the durations of their Aflantic
crossing.

a) Date of Departure from Britain

Almost all of the HBc westward voyages originated in
London, at Gravesend from which they usually sailed in late May.

ln 1850 and 18s7 they sailed directly from London to North

America, but in most other years the ships sailed to stromness
Harbour in the orkney lslands (107 out of 117 years), to take on

additional supplies, passengers, and crew. chappell discusses the
reason the HBc crews stopped at the orkney lslands in his
narrative: "[A]s ¡t is from [orkney] that they derive all necessary
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Figure 2.6= Dates of Departure of HBc ships from the
British lsles

supplies of poultry, beef, vegetables, and even men, to fit them

for so long a voyage'(chappeil, 1917, p.13). ln three years (176s,

1766, and 1767) the HBC used Kinsate Harbour in lreland, and in
five other years stornaway Harbour in the lsle of Lewis was used

as the last port. As the stay at these ports was variable, the

departure dafe was taken as the date when the convoy actually

left its final port in the British lsles and embarked on its
westward crossing of the Atlantic Ocean.
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For statistical analysis, ail dates were converted to
numbered days after May 31. Thus June 1 is day 1, June 20 is day

20, July 1 is day 31, etc. Tabre 2.1 shows that the earliest
departure date was June 3, the ratest was Juty 26, and the mean

dalte of departure was June 2r. Although there is a range of s3

-d-a;yrs the actual departure dates were ctustered about the mean.

This is shown graphically in Figure 2.6 and evatuated by the

standard deviation in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: summary of Departure Dates, Dates of Entryinto Hudson Strait, and Durations of the
Atlantic Crossing

Departure

Entry

Duration*

Mean

June 27

July 28

31

Standard
Deviat io n *

7.5

10.1

6.8

Earliest/
S h o rtest

June 3

June 23

17

Late st/
Longest

July 26

Sept 6

54

* in Days
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Figure 2.7: Dates of Entry of HBc ships into Hudson
St ra it

b) Date of Entry into Hudson Strait (DES)

The point at which the ship left the study area and enterêd

Hudson strait was recorded using the definition given in chapter
2-1- The DES was taken as the date on which the ship reached this
point. Table 2.1 shows that the eartiest DES was June 23, and the

latest DES was september 6. The mean DES was July 2g and the

extreme range was 7s days. over 620/o of the DES were within a
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week of the mean and nearly lro/o were within 10 days of the
mean. The standard deviations in Table 2.1 indicate a greater

dispersal f rom the mean following the Aflantic crossing.
Nevertheless, the DES display a clustering about the mean and

this is also evident in Figure 2.7.

c) Duration of Atlantic Crossing

Duration of Atlantic .crossing in days was obtained by

subtracting the departure date from the DES. The range of
duration was 37 days with the shortest Atlantic crossing taking

only 17 days in 1810, and the rongest requiring 54 days in 1g16

(Table 2.11. The average trip rength was 91 days. Figure 2.g

indicates that the durations are roughly normatty distributed and

clustered about the mean (standard deviation = 6.9 days).

The last port of departure, dates of departure,

entry into Hudson strait, and durations of the Atlantic

are listed by year for all 111 years in Appendix 3.

dates of

crossings
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2.3 lce Encountered in the Labrador Sea

It is apparent from Figure 2.7 that the HBc ships usually

entered Hudson Strait considerably earlier than the date on which

the port of Churchill opens for shipping at the present time. This

implies that the policies of the Hudson's Bay company required

their sailing ships to face ice hazards in the Labrador Sea, Hudson

strait, and Hudson Bay which today are considered to be
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6
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4

3

2

I
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unacceptable insurance risks to modern ocean-going cargo
vessels. The Hudson's Bay company had, of course, no option in

this matter. lt was essential for its ships to enter Hudson Bay

early in the break-up period to ensure a return passage through
Hudson strait before the freeze-up in early winter. The ships'
log-books therefore make frequent reference to ice in the
Labrador sea during the westward passage in summer. However,

ice was rarety encountered in these waters during the return
passage in fall because thé pack ice devetops earlier in Hudson

strait than in the Labrador sea. consequenily, the log-books
provide information on summer ice dispersal, but not on winter
ice formation.

The primary source of information on recent sea ice
conditions in the Labrador sea is lce summary and Anatysis:
Hudson Bay and Approaches published by lce Forecasting central
of the Atmospheric Environment service. This was published

between 1964 and 1g7g and ¡t contains weekly, or biweekty,
maps showing the spatial distribution of ice conditions classified
according to age and concentration. In the period since l gzg

there are unpublished manuscript maps showing the same
information and prepared by lce Forecasting central of the
Atmospheric Environment Service.

These sources have been used

and Geddes (1980) in their studies

by Crane (1978) and Sowden

of patterns of summer ice
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dispersal and winter ice formation in the Labrador sea and

neighbouring waters. The objectives of these studies are related

but they differ in important respects. crane's objectives were to:

1) identify the years in which there were early and tate
summer ice dispersal in the Labrador Sea

2') describe how the spatial patterns of ice dispersal differ
between the early and late years

3) identify the synoptic atmospheric circulation conditions
associated with earty and läte ice dispersal and formation.

The objectives of sowden and Geddes' study wers much narrower.

Their purpose was to construct a series of weekly maps showing

the following ice limits:

1 ) the maximum ice limit defined as the area in which
ice was observed in at least one year between 1964 and 1979

2l the minimum ice limit defined as the area in which

ice was observed in every year between 1964 and 1g79

3) the median ice limit defined as the area in which ice

was observed in five of the ten years between 1964 and 1973.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the spatial pattern of the median ice

limits identified by sowden & Geddes. This information is
presented as chloropleths in a network of sectors, each having

dimensions of 1o longitude and 1s' latitude (the marine sectors

are discussed in chapter 4). The chloropleths represent the
latest date on which ice was observed in five of the ten years

between 1964 and 1973. ln the path of the HBC ships across the
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Labrador sea this date ranges from May 21 in the eastern portion

to July 23 at the entrance to Hudson strait. This date is close to

the mean date of entry into Hudson strait of July 29. Figure z.l
shows that the majority of ships had entered the strait after July

23 but a substantial proportion (26v") entered before that date. lt
is apparent that, if the HBc ships had saited under present ice

conditions, they would have encountered significant pack ice in
the western part of the Labrador sea. Given the greater ice

severity in the sailing ship'period (wilson, lggsa; Newell, 1g7g)

¡t is abundantly clear that these ships encountered hazardous

pack ice in the Labrador Sea.

crane's (1978) reconstructions of early and late patterns of
summer ice dispersal suggest similar conctusions. Figures z.1o

and 2.11 exemplify the early and late patterns using 1g6s and

1973 as examples. ln both examples, the ice demonstrated the

same general trend of east to west clearing. The eastern

approach to Resolution lstand cleared first, with the entrance to

Hudson strait opening afterwards. ln 1g6s open water was

encountered in the paths of the ships by May 21 in the eastern
portion of the Labrador sea, and by June 2s at the entrance to
Hudson Strait. ln 1973 the eastern approach to Resolution lsland

is not clear until July 16. ln both examples the areas around

Edgell lsland, Button's lslands, and the southern coast of Baffin

lsland are not ice free until after the entrance to Hudson Strait is
open. The entrance itself opens up first in the north, just south
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of Resolution lsland before the southern part around Button's

lslands opens. ln 1965 the entire entrance to Hudson Strait was

clear by July 16 while only the northernmost part of the entrance

was clear by that date in 1979. ln 1g7g ice was observed in the

middle of the entrance until August 6, and the entire entrance

was not clear of ice until August 20. lce was atso present to the

southeast of Resolution lsland until August 20. Through a

comparison of the route (Figure 2.1) and the late pattern of ice

retreat (Figure 2.11) ¡t is'apparent that the HBc sailing ships

would have avoided the later ice in most years, and the pressnce

of this late ice explains why the crews took a semi-circular

route to reach Resolution lsland. The major factor influencing ice

clearing conditions in this area is the ocean currents, shown in

Figure 2.12. The southern part of the entrance to Hudson Strait is

influenced by a current coming out of Hudson Strait. Because the

ice in Hudson Strait clears after the entrance does, the ocean

current functions to remove ice from the strait. This resutts in a
later ice presence in the southern part of the strait entranca,

because ice from Hudson strait is being removed. Even when the

HBC crews made their voyages they understood these conditions

and attributed them to ocean currents:
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Figure 2.9: Median lce Extent 1964 - lg7g
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Figure 2.1O: Early pattern of lce Retreat,
As illustrated by tg65 Season
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Figure 2.11: Late pattern of tce Retreat,
As illustrated by 19Zg Season
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Figure 2-12: ocean currents in the Labrador sea

(adapted from Cherniawsky and LeBlond, 19g7)
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Entering Hudson,s Straits, it is a necessary
precaution to keep close in with the northerñ
shore; as the currents out of Hudson,s and
Davis' Straits meet on the south side of the
entrance, and carry the ice with great
velocity to the southward, along the coast of
Labrador.

(Chappel, 1817, p.40-41).

The late icé to the southeast of Resotution lsland which is

observed in 1973 (Figure 2.11\, is likely a result of ice coming
out of Hudson strait meeting ice coming south from Davis strait
and backing up along the northern coast of Labrador.
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Chapter 3: The Log-Book Record

The HBc Archives in winnipeg contain an almost comptete

collection of log-books from HBc ships sailing to Hudson Bay in
the period 1751 to 1870. There are log-books for every year with

the exception of three years from 1g3g to 1941. ln most years

the ships travelled in flotillas ranging in size from one to five

ships, although most often there were two or three ships (Table

3.1). Not only is there a log-book from each of these ships, but on

several of the ships more than one officer would keep a log giving

a total collection of 495 log-books.

Because of the delicacy and historicat vatue of the log-

books, each has been copied onto microfilm. The microfilm copies

of the log-books were used for this research because access to
the original log-books was restricted. For this research one log-

book was selected from each year. The choice of the log-book

was based mainly on the legibility and the completeness of the
log. Legibility is an obvious criterion as the information
contained is useless unless ¡t can be extracted accurately from

the log-books. Figure 8.1 is an example of a typical log-page. lt
is not uncommon for the tog-books to be incomptete. Most often
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the missing information was the locational information given in

the noon summary at the bottom of the log-page. As log-books
kept aboard the same ship were almost identical in most cases,
for the few years in which both complete and legible log-books
were unavailable, a second log-book from the same ship was used

to complete the locational information.

Table 3.1: HBg_9llpq yietding Log-books

Flotilla Size
(Ships per Year)

0
1

2
3
4
5

Total =

# of Years
(frequency)

3
4

46
54
12

2

316

and Moodie (1978)
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3.1 Format and contents of the The Log-Book page

An advantage of the HBc log-books as sources. of ice

information is that the log-books were generally kept in a

uniform manner throughout this 11T year period. The officers of
the HBC were instructed to meticulously record details of their
voyages. These details included descriptions of occurrences of
ice, the location of landmdrks, as well as hourly (or bi-hourly)
recordings of course and speed of ship, wind direction, and
weather. undoubtedly an etement of subjectivity entered into
these descriptions. However, the descriptions in the log-books

are probably very representative of the ice c o n d it io n s

encountered by the crews. This becomes evident when studying

the log-books and noting their daily progress, and actions taken
when ice was encountered.

Figure 3.1 is a photocopy of a microfilm of a typical log-
page. Almost all log-pages are organized in this way, ruled into

seven columns, with the date on top and a noon summary at the

bottom. The following is a description of the main types of
information recorded using the log-page in Figure g.1 as a n

example. To facilitate this description, the various pieces of
information are numbered. The information denoted with an ,*,

was extracted and used in this research.
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Figure 3.1: Sample Log-Book page
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* 1 "c-1tgg7" This is not part of the originar rog-page

but is the HBOA piece number which was added during the
microfilming process. Each log-book has its own piece .number
used by the HBc Archives as a code for identification.

* 2 'Tuesday: July 19" This was the date on which

information in the log-page was recorded, but the first twelve

hours are actually the afterhoon of July 19, and the next twelve

hours are the morning of July 1g. This is because the seaman's

day extended from noon to noon.

ú^ rt

two hour

used.

'H" This column was used to record time, usually in
intervals, although sometimes one hour intervals were

4 nK" The average speed of the ship, in knots, for the

hour or two hour period was entered in this column.

5 "F" Depth of the water in fathoms, when known, was

recorded in this column.

6 'courses' This column was used to record the course

direction using a 32 point compass (Appendix 1 explains the gz

point compass). The 2:00 pm entry is NWBN, the g:00 am entry is
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NW1/2N, and the noon entry is Ebs. The course was not entered
unless there was a change and then the new course was recorded.

'winds' wind direction was entered in this cotumn.

* I "weather' This column was used for general
comments about weather and visibility. ln this example the 2:00
pm entry is 'fresh gale and hazy", and the 10:00 pm entry is
"cloudy". other typical exämpres include: "foggy", "fine', "thick",

"thick fog". The Do repeated frequently in this column is the log-
keeper's symbol for ditto, which of course means that the
weather is the same as before.

* 9 The seventh cotumn is the rsmarks column in which
many types of information were recorded. Most ice sightings as

well as comments on crew, sails, positions of consorts, and
landmark sightings were recorded in this column. comments 9a
to 9e are typical of remarks entered in this column.

9a & 9e 'consorts in company' This comment was
first given at I pm and repeated at noon. ,consorts in company"
means that all the ships that were sailing across the Ailantic
together were within sight of each other.

7
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9b, 9c, & 9d rhese are typical ice sighting comments

they are transcribed in Figure 3.3.

The noon summary appears at the bottom of the page. This

summary contains observations made at noon of the oaie at the
top of the log-page, which in this example was July 1g. Most of
the information recorded in the noon summary was navigational.

* 10 "Var 3 1lZ' ' This is compass variation. At
the latitudes at which the HBc ships were traveling, there is a
large difference between true north and magnetic north. The
magnetic declination was recorded faithfully during the Atlantic
crossing at noon of each day. ln this example the 3 1/2 stands for
3 112 points west on a 32 point compass, or about 40 degrees.
The compass variation ranged from about 3 points (34 degrees) to

about 5 points (56 degrees) in the study area.

* 
1 1 "Course N 7S.OO W dist. 1gg M"

This is a summary of the day's sailing, determined by dead
reckoning. The corrected course and distance run were calculated
and added to the ship's position from the day before to fix the
position of the ship at noon. This new location woutd be recorded
in the log-book as latitude and longitude by account. ln this
particular example the Prince Rupert traveled 1gg nautical miles
in a direction 7so north of west over the 24-hour period.
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* 12 'Long. made f rom Hoy s6.19 w and from London

59.43' This is longitude by account, which was determined by

course and distance run from yesterday's position. lt was not

common for the officers to record both longitude from London and

longitude from Hoy in the Orkney lstands. ln several of the. eartier
years longitude was recorded from Hoy (9.90 w) rather than

London (o'). Hoy was used because it was often the last sighted

land until the ships wsre vüith¡n sight of Resolution lsland. Hoy

itself was probably used as ¡t has a distinct landmark described

by chappell as '... immediately opposite to which is the lsle of
Hoy, having on it a remarkabre high mountain, in shape very like

'the rock of Gibralter" (chappeil, 1917, p.1g). After 1g1g,

longitude was always recorded as longitude from London
(Catchpole and Halpin, 1997).

* 13 "Resolution bears [P]1 tn¡s Acct. bears W. 51 Lea.'

The log-keeper has determined the relative position of
Resolution lsland according to the ship,s accounts. This is
entered in the noon comment. ln this example the accounts of the

ship placed Resolution lsland s1 leagues (about 1so nautical

miles) to the west. When landmarks became visible their
compass bearings and estimated ranges were given in the noon

summary.

1 The log-keeper has used a symbol to denote per.
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* 14 'Lat. [p]. Acct. 61.3g N:" This is latitude by
account or dead reckoning. This was calculated from the course
and distance run from the previous day's position. Not given in
this example is the latitude by observation, in which latitude was
determined from celestiar observations using a quadrant.

3-2 Transcription of lnformation from Log-books

The transcription of information from the log-book was
made verbatim to ensure that the interpretations of this
information would commence after the transcription was
complete. Figure 3.2 is a reduction of a blank transcription form,
designed to retrieve data for this study. The form is similar in
appearance to the log-book page, although it is simplified to
accommodate only the data that were determined to be o f
interest in this study. The form atso has an extra cotumn labeled
'ice code' which was used later for the interpretation of the data
(discussed in chapter s). one of these forms was filled out for
each day on which ice or Resolution lsland (or any other landmark)
was sighted in the study area.
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Figure 3.22 Blank Transcription Form

($ht¡) .frÁ¡)

l,^t[:

tc.ct¡tDt ÆcÎ (íoT)
L^tllTDf - ODStrv.

COUTSE - ¡rtcr¿ES

Lq|Ct ¡uDt âccÎ (t¡floot)_
þflc¡nro[ otnetoxElEl

c(xr¡sf, - PO¡x¡lS COTCTSS vl'¡^rror{ po¡llÎS

D¡Sl^¡cf

D¡Sl^rct

cotorss vr¡l^Î¡ofl DEC¡,tES

L^llllrD¡ - .CGqfi1
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Figure 3.3: sample of a completed rranscription Form

c.rrJr¡-t_[3_

t.rt¡rDG - æñ¡s__lâlell rú

l¡tltì¡Dc - iClttlll.

Gqns¡-æcrrr¡ N"Í.æ 1¡l

gætnü æEt (rlt1t 53.¡S

-ìi-

ùo€rnDG ¡.cr (læt 5\. ls

-

r.a€tnnt Gllo.qfltl

Gqn¡t - ûo¡irr coo¡s3 v'tânq ro¡rr ---út---
Dr¡t r.cG I Rl -,...
ot¡t¡rct

crotást Yrllal¡c ûørtß
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Figure 3.9 is an example of how the information in the
typical log-page, Figure 9.1, was transcribed. All remarks
regarding any type of ice condition were transcribed as well as

comments on location, such as the sighting of land. comments on

sails, supplies, and the various ways the crew were employed
were ignored. The remarks transcribed in FÍgure 8.3 can be read

as follows: The 6:00 am remark is: ,,1/2 pt. saw B lsles of lce,,.

This means that at harf-past six the crew saw three icebergs.
Isle of lce was the most common term for iceberg in the early
years. The 8:00 am remark is: "4 lsles in sight". tn this example
the crew saw four icebergs. Although the phrase did not use the
word ice, it is obvious that the log-keeper was using an
abbreviation, as the ship was nowhere near any land isles. The
10:00 am remark contains the symbol the sailors used to denote
tacking (see Appendix 2 for a glossary of sailing manoeuvres).

As well as ice descriptions and information pertaining to
location, the name of the ship, the name of the officer keeping the
log-book, the HBc Archives piece number, the date the ship left
its last port in Britain, and the date the ship actually entered
Hudson strait (defined in chapter 2.2), were all recorded for each
log-book that was transcribed.
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Ghapter 4: Determlnlng Ship Locations

Before the descriptive ice comments could be properly

analyzed, one important question regarding the quality of the data
had to be answered. How reliable are tocations given in the noon

st¡mmary at the bottom of the log-pages? The data used in this
s-tudy can often be located bnry with the aid of coordinates given

by the log-books. As all ships' officers during the eighteenth
century had difficulty in knowing their true location, it is

important to establish a measure of the accuracy of the HBC log-

book coordinates.

4.1 Accuracy in the Determination of Longitude at sea:
1751 - 1870

'Navigation, in the technicar sense of the word, means the
art of finding a ship's place at sea, and of directing her course for
the purpose of reaching any desired ptace' (Thomson, 1gg1, p.1).

As this work deals with the location of ice and iceberg sightings
taken from ships, the state of the art of navigation in the period

1751 to 1870 deserves careful consideration.
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ln a ship's log-book the saitors gave a daily reading, at noon,

of the ship's latitude and longitude. when at sea, out of the sight
of landmarks, the location of the ship was usuaily determined by
"Dead Reckoning", abbreviated D.R. in the log-books. The term
"Dead Reckoning' itself is thought to be an abbreviation of
'Deduced Reckoning" or "Deduced from Reckoning" which the log-
keeper would shorten to 'Ded: Reckoning' (Hewson, 1gs1, p.176).

Dead reckoning of position was calculated using direction and
distance traveled from ä known tocation. Distance was
calculated using the speed of the ship and length of time traveted
at that speed, the calculation of which was difficult in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This will be discussed in
more detail later in the chapter.

By the middle of the eighteenth century the science and
technology to determine ratitude accurately at sea were already
existent. Thus, daily observations of celestial bodies using a
quadrant or sextant could correct errors in latitude catculated by

dead reckoning.

Longitude, on the other hand, could not be

determined at sea, although as early as lszz it was

an accurate timepiece was required for this purpose.

best efforts of the craftsmen of the time, watches

could not keep accurate time because of the motion

accurately

known that

Despite the

and clocks

of the ship
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and the large temperature ranges encountered at sea. ships were
w¡'ecked and sailors lost their lives with an atarming frequency
because of their inability to correctly determine longitude, giving

a fatal irony to the term 'dead reckoning" (Fillmore and
sandilands, 1989, p.7g). ln 1219, it was disclosed that a disaster
six years earlier with the English fleet in which many lost their
lives was caused by an error in longitude (Taylor, 1911, p.2s3).

Public outcry forced partiament on July 11, 1714 to appoint a
Board of Longitudes whiöh, in due course, gave "a report
explaining different means by which the longitude coutd be found,

and recommending encouragement for the construction of
chronometers" (Thomson, 1991, p.g6). ln response to this report,
parliament passed a b¡ll offering a reward of up to Ê20,ooo for
the invention of a method to accurately determine longitude at
sea.

ln 1736, an English ctockmaker, John Harrison, had his first
chronometer tested on a voyage to Lisbon. tn 1162, his fourth
chronometer was tested on a voyage to Jamaica. After a delay and
more tests he was awarded Ê1o,ooo in 1z6s (Taylor, 1gr1,
p.261), with the balance to be paid when it was proven that other
clockmakers could build as accurate timepieces using Harrison's
method. "subsequently the Board of Longitudes commissioned

another clockmaker, Larkum Kendail, to make a facsimile of
Harrison's fourth chronometer. This model was carried by captain
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Cook on board the Resotution in

value' (Taylor, 1gZ1 , p.262). With

another successful trial by Captain

given the Ê10,000 balance in 1l7S

1772, and proved of immense

the results of Cook's trial and

Phipps in 1773, Harrison was

(Hewson, 1951 , p.246).

Even with the success of Harrison,s chronometer, the Board

of 'Longitudes continued to offer rewards for improvements up

u,ntil 1818, when the testing period could be said to be over
(Hêwson, 1951, p.248). THe chronometer was adopted on almost

all ,ships during the nineteenth century. The first HBc ship to use

a chronometer was the prince of wales I in 1925 (catchpote and

Halpin, 1987) and the HBc ships sampled in this study first used a
chronometer on their voyage to Hudson Bay in 1g84.

4.2 Testing the Accuracy of Navigation

To test the accuracy of the locationat information given in

the log-books, three questions regarding the coordinates were
considered:

1) How accurately were ratitudes determined during the
period 1751 - 1gZ0?
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2l How accurately were longitudes determined by dead
reckoning in the period 17s1 to l ggg (hereafter referred to as
thø pre-chronometer period¡?

3) was the accuracy of determining longitude increased
s-ignificantly with the use of the chronometer in the period 1gg4

to 1,870 (hereafter referred to as lhe chronometer perioe?

To answer these qubstions, a test, named the landmark
'sighting fesf, was devised to check the accounts by comparing the
ship's position given in the log-book with its ac'tuat position. The

actual position was determined using the sighting of landmarks,
if the distance and direction of the landmarks were given. The
differences between actual and dead reckoned position were
averaged to determine the mean accuracy of the tocations given in
the log-books. This test was applied to those log-book entries
which satisfied all of the following conditions:

1) sighting of the landmark was within two hours of noon,

since the daily records of latitude and longitude were made at
noon.

2l rhe log-book coordinate being tested must be recorded
in the noon summary.
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3) Both the bearing (direction) and distance of the landmark

from the ship were given, or arternatively, the bearings of two

landmarks were given so that the position could be mapped by

triangulation.

4) Because of the high latitude, the compass variation must

be recorded in the log-book to permit a correction for the

difference between true north and magnetic north. This is

important as bearings were'recorded using the ship,s compass.

5) Also it is important for the geographicat position of the

landmark to be known. while severar randmarks on Resolution

lsland were referred to by the saitors in the logs (such as Cape

Resolution, North East Bruff of Resotution, East Bluff of
Resolution, west Bluff, Southern point, and Hatton,s Headland), ¡t

is difficult to locate some of these landmarks precisely. For

example, there are several bluffs on the east coast of Resolution

lsland and it is unclear which of these was referred to as East

Bluff or NE Bluff. This means that the sevsral references to the
East Bluff or NE Bluff cannot be used to check latitude. However,

they can be used to check longitude since the bluffs are closety

aligned from north to south. A less ambiguous tandmark, such as

cape Resolution, must be used to determine latitude. Even the

sighting of cape Resolution must be used with care. An 1gg7

navigational chart placed cape Resotution in the location of cape
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warwick. However, by using triangulation through the use of
multiple landmark sightings ¡t was confirmed that the HBc
sailors considered cape Resolution to be the cape at the southern
point of Resolution lsland, and not at the location of present day
Cape Wanrick.

6) Lastly, the landmark sighting must be

sighting after the trans-Atlantic voyage to ensure

keeper had not yet had an'opportunity to correct his

observation. At this point, the ship had been out of

the first such

that the log-

accounts by

the sight of
land for about 31 days on average and the greatest errors in dead

reckoning had probably accumulated.

sightings of landmarks were used to locate the actual
position of each ship and this position was compared to the dead

reckoned tocation of the ship given in the log-book. For exampte,

on July 31, 1809 the log-book of the prince of wales lstated:,at
noon saw cape Resolution bearing NNE I L'. The compass variation
was recorded in the log-book as four points west. As a 32 point

compass was in use, four points represents a compass variation

of 45o. Figure 4.1 illustrates this compass variation, and shows
how the location of the ship is mapped using landmark sighting.
once compass variation is accounted for, the ship can be located

at 61'02 N and 64"96 w at noon on July 31, 1909. Figure 4.2
demonstrates the difference between the true location based on
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landmark sighting, and the location given in the accounts of the

log-book.

As expected from the historical development of navigation,

the HBC officers were able to determine latitudes with greater
accuracy than longitudes. Table 4.1 gives a summary of the
accuracy tests. on the average, latitudes were accurate within g

minutes (or nautical miles) of their true value. The negative sign
given with latitude in the'table indicates that the error was a

consistent error in one direction. The log-book accounts
consistently placed the ship north of its actuat position. This can

be accounted for by the southerly current of the Davis strait. ln

the 83 years before the adoption of the chronometer in 1934, the
longitude by account or dead reckoning was good for the
technology available at the time. An average error of less than 30
nautical miles on a trip of well over l7oo mites between
landmarks is less than 2o/o, which is quite remarkable, considering

the method which was employed to determine longitude. However,

it is far less accurate (significant to g9.g%) than longitude by
chronometer, which was able to place the ships within s miles,

on average, of their actual positions. ln 1lgz, one of the years

before the adoption of the chronometer, the longitude by account
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Table 4.1= Summary of the Landmark Sighting Test
between Log-book and True location.Differences

Number of Observations

Mean Ditference'

Maximum Difference*

Pre-
Chronometer

Lonoitude

24

29.2

67.7

Chronometer
Longitude Latitude

5 10

5.0 -9.o*.

10.6 14.0

'values are given ln nautical miles
'* negative sign indicates a consistent error to the south

was particularly inaccurate. on August 1, in his log-book, captain
Jonathon Fowler entered this comment:

[A]bout 114 before noon we fell in with
land which we take to be Resolution....
Nearest land NbE about 2 miles... - Made
the signal and spoke the Captains of o u r
other ships - we all believed the land seen
to be Resolution, but the weather being
thick, and not being near the land by any ot
our accounts; was in some litile doubts.

Nþ. this is the worst account I ever kept
since I can remember.

(HBCA, PAM, King George llt log-book,
August 1, 1782, C.l/956.)
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Figure 4.1: Mapping
Wales using

the True Location of
Landmark Sighting,

the Prince of
July 31, 1809.
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650 640 630

saw Cape ResolutÍon
bearlng NNE 7 L"

Magnetlc Norlh

Prlnce of Wales I

July 31, 1809

{r"*:*i
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Figure 4.2= Comparison of True

Account of the prince
Location and Location by
of Wales, July 31, 1909.
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6l

30'
65" 640 630

Loo-bookX Lo-""rion

{f '1ï:î::
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ln his log-book accounts, captain Fowrer had placed the ship

at longitude 53'50 w of Hoy. This was about 7og0 east of the

ship's actual position, an error of about 225 miles. This is by far

the worst account of all log-books sampled in this study. lt is

fortunate that there were no ice sightings during the Atlantic
crossing in 1782, since ¡t would have been very difficult to
locate these with any degree of accuracy.

lndependently, catchpole and Halpin (1ggz) devised a

different method for determining the navigational accuracy of the

same HBc ships. Their test, named the close consort fesf,
compares the coordinates given in the accounts of the log-books

of ships sailing close together. catchpole and Halpin tested
longitude in the pre-chronometer period, latitude by account
(dead reckoning), and latitude by observation (using a quadrant or

sextant). Their use of a log-book comparison method yielded

similar accuracy findings to the landmark sighting test. The

results of both tests are given in Tabte 4.2. Their results of 4 and

I miles for the accuracy of latitude by observation and account

respectively agree well with the landmark sighting test findings
of 8 miles. The close consort test found longitude to be in error

by 25 miles on average, and this again is ctose to the zg.z mite

average error detected in this study.
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Figure 4.3:
Position

Marine Grid
Obtained by

Demonstrating
the Landmark

Uncertainty of
Sighting Test.
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Table 4.22 Comparison of the Results
Consort Test and the Landmark

of the Glose
Sighting Test.

Mean error ln Nautlcal Mlles

Longitude (by account)

Latitude
Observation

Account

Close Consort
Test

.25

4

o

Landmark Slghting
-Eesf

29

4-3 Locating lce Descriptions in Marine sectors:
A Correction Factor to lmprove Accuracy

A major advantage of the randmark sighting test is that ¡t

gives the actual accuracy of the log-book accounts. A probtem

that arises when trying to use the results of the close consort
test employed by Catchpole and Halpin is that ¡t only gives the
discrepancies between two different accounts without giving the
actual error between real and dead reckoned positions. As can be
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seen from Table 4.1 the error can be as much as 140' or zo20
longitude, âo error of nearly 69 miles. unlike the error in
latitude, there is no consistent direction to the longitudinal
error' so that the mean error of 1o longitude could be either east
or west. The position of the ships cannot be located precisety

because of the uncertainty in the log-book coordinates. However,
they can be located within a rectangular area, or grid box, whose
size is determined by the accuracy of the accounts. Figure 4.g
shows how large the dimensions of a grid box would have to be
using only the mean error. This grid box is two degrees tongitude
(58 nautical miles) by 16 minutes (or nautical miles) latitude and
by definition only about half of the ships could be tocated with
reasonable certainty within this grid box. with such a large range
in accuracy and with a mean error of over 1o longitude and a
standard deviation of over 44', the use of tog-book coordinates to
locate a ship within this large grid cannot be justified. This
unieÞrtainty in locating the ships and, by implication, uncertainty
in locating the ice encountered by the ships requires either the
use of a coarse grid network or erse a method of increasing the
accuracy of the log-book coordinates. A coarse grid network
would significantly diminish the quality of the ice information
that is available. However, since the exact error of the rog-book
coordinates (within a couple of mites) is known when the ship is
within sight of Resolution lsland, a correction factor can be
applied to improve the accuracy of the log-book accounts. By
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increasing the accuracy of the accounts the uncertainty in

locating the ships is decreased and the ships can be located

within a finer grid network.

For almost half of all ice sightings, the rongitude entered in

the log-books was not important as the ship was also within

sight of Resolution lsland and longitude could be determined

precisely by observation. However, in the other half of the cases

the ship had not yet sighted'land and her officers had not yet been

able to correct their accounts. otten a log-book showed a sizeable

error between the longitude by account and the actual longitude,

which was eventually determined when the ship was within sight

of Resolution lsland. The location of the prince of Wales I in 1g09

is an example of this (Figure 4.21.

The method used to correct the rongitude by account was

based on the assumption that the error at Resolution lsland had

gradually accumulated during the voyage. When this final error is
divided by the number of days spent on the Atlantic crossing, the

result is an estimate of the mean daily error. using l gog for

example, the longitude entered in the accounts of the prince of

wales I is 63'32 although their true longitude was mapped as

64"36 (Figure 4.2).This gives an error of 1o04 which is nearly 31

nautical miles. with the assumption that this error was

cumulative over the 33 days between port and first land sighting
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by the crew of the Prince of wales l, a correction factor of 1.94'

per day is obtained using equation 1. This equation calculates the

correction factor, cF, by dividing the difference between the

actual and dead reckoned longitudes, DIFF, by the number of days

at sea (from port to landmark sighting), D.

Ditf+D=CF (1)

Long Acct + (CF x d) ='Corrected Long (21

The correction factor, CF, is used in equation 2 to give the

corrected longitude. Multiplication of the CF by the number of

days out of port, d (which on July 30, 1809 would be 32 days; on

J'uly 31, 1809 it would be 33 days), and adding this product to the

longitude by account given in the log-book (61"14 on July g0;

63o32 on July 31), gives the corrected longitude for that day

(62"16 on July 30; 64o36 on July 31).

ln some cases ¡t was apparent that the errors had not

accumulated over a period of time but were singular

discrepancies. An example of this is found in captain Henry

Hanwell's log-book kept during his 1810 voyage on board the

Prince of wales l. on July 14, 1810 Captain Hanwell entered the

longitude by account as 55"08 from Lewis (about 01.90 f rom

London). on July 15 he recorded the longitude as 61'20 from
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Lewis. For the Prince of Wales I to be at both of those locations it
would havs had to sail a distance of over 1g0 miles in one day. ln
his July 15 noon summary, however, captain Hanwell had

determined that the ship had traveled a distance of onty 29 miles

in the previous 24 hours. By checking the speed of the ship for

those 24 hours it became apparent that the figure ol 2g mites is

the correct one, as the ship was sailing at a speed of one knot

most of the time. lt appears that captain Hanwell simply made

the mistake of writing down'the value for latitude by observation

(which was 61"20) in the place for longitude. To confirm this, the

log-books of the first and second mates were consulted. The first

mate, Jon Davison, had entered the tongitude for July 1s as ssos4
from Lewis. This together with a similar reading in the second

mate's log-book shows that Henry Hanwell,s July 1s account was

in error.

ln those years when the sighting of Resotution lsland was

not within two hours of noon an estimate of the accuracy of
navigation could, nevertheless, be made in most cases. For

example, in 1757, the Prince Rupert I log-book on July 27 stated

at 4:00 am: "Et Bluff of Resotution wNW 4 Leagues". This would

place her at about 6420 w. Twelve hours later a second entry at

4:00 pm places the ship at about 6s'00 w. yet at noon, in between

these two landmark sightings, her longitude by account was

61 "40 w, despite a continuous westward course. There is an
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obvious error of at least zo4o and at most 9o20. The actual
longitude can be estimated as 64o42 w, producing a difference

between actual and dead reckoned longitude of 3.07. The prince

Rupert I was at sea for 38 days between her departure from the

Orkney lslands and her first sighting of Resolution lsland. lf the

difference is divided by the number of days at sea (equation 1), a
correction factor of 4.92 minutes per day is produced. This

correction factor can now be used in equation 2 to calculate

corrected longitudes on pre{rious days.

Even when the landmark sighting is avairabte and the
correction factor is applied, the locations of the ships cannot b e

fixed precisely. However, by employing the correction factor the

location of the ship can be made lar more precisely than the

uncertainty displayed in Figure 4.9. The location can be

determined accurately when the ship was within sight of
Resolution lsland. Even though accuracy decreased as the ship's

route was traced back from Resolution lsland, the ship coutd

easily be located within an area of 10 longitude by 1s, latitude.

The entire study area was divided into grid sections of 1o

longitude by 15' latitude (Figure 4.41. All ice sightings were

corrected (when necessary) and located within these marine

sectors.
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Figure 4.42 Network of Marine Sectors in the Labrador sea
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Chapter 5: Derlvatlon of the lce Severity lndex
f rom the lce Descriptlons

The preceding chapter provided the conceptual basis for the

establishment of the network of marine sectors and identified

the procedures used to determine the ship locations within this

network. By these means, the noon locations of each daily log-

book entry can now be obtained. The next stage in the analysis

involves the interpretation of the ice descriptions written at

these noon locations. The purpose of this interpretation is to
derive numerical measures of the ice conditions from the

qualitative descriptive information. Originating as they do from

a large collection of log-books written by many individuals over a

long period of time, the ice descriptions are highly subjective.

Therefore, the need arises to develop an objective method for the

interpretation of these descriptions. The level of objectivity in

this context is determined by the degree to which different

people will obtain the same results when they apply the method

to the same sources. ln this chapter the general principles of

content analysis are applied in the development of this method of

analysis.
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The first stage in the content analysis involved the

identification of the individual word roots and phrases which

appeared, in a multitude of different semantic forms, within the

entire body of ice descriptions. These word roots and phrases

were then classified into categories. These categories determine

the types of ice information which might be derived from the log-

books. ln the final stage the categories are ranked to provide a

scale of ice severity.

5.1 The Word Roots and Phrases

The content analysis for this research involved the

transcription of nearly 2500 comments in the 111 log-books

sampled. This number swelled to approximately gooo when other

log-books from the same year were included. About 10oo of the

2500 comments were not ice related and dealt mainly with

locational information. There were 1441 pack ice and iceberg

comments in. the 117 years, which amounts to about 12 comments

per year. There were only three years in which neither pack ice

nor icebergs were seen. of the 1441 pack ice and iceberg

descriptions that were transcribed, 546 dealt with icebergs and

were immediately set aside for separate study (Chapter 8). There

were no pack ice observations in 23 of the 117 annual voyages,

leaving 94 years with pack ice observations. There were an
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average of 9.5 pack ice comments per year in those 94 years. The
year 1816 had by far the largest number of ice descriptions with

a total of 117. The next highest was 6g descriptions in 1gg2.

The 895 descriptions of pack ice were analyzed using content
anal¡rsis to obtain five levels of summer sea ice severity for the

Labrador Sea.

As catchpole and Halpin (1ggz) found in their study of ice

descriptions, instead of thd high variability one might expect in
the words used to describe the sea ice conditions, there was

much uniformity over ail the years and from log-keeper to log-

keeper. lt was found that a content analysis using only 45 word

roots and phrases was capable of ctassifying all 995 of the pack

ice descriptions in this study. The 4s word roots are given by

category in Figure 5.1. This content anatysis was devetoped from

an earlier content analysis derived by Catchpole and Halpin

(1987). similarities remain between these analyses but they do

differ in some important respects. one similarity is that both

analyses recognize two main types of log-book entry. The first
was strictly descriptive of the appearance of the ice, and the

second described the type of encounter with ice or the saiting

manoeuvre while passing, traversing or avoiding ice.

The comments that described

adjectives and verbs. The ice was

the ice were usually terse

often described as loose,
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Figure 5.1: lce Severlty Godes
of Word Roots and

Derlved from the Classiflcation
Phrases
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stragling, or heavy. From simple descriptions of ice, such as

these, ¡t is impossible to determine the percentage of sea

covered in ice, the age of the ice, or many of the other aspects of

pack ice which are routinely observed today. Nevertheless, they

are capable of yielding a simple nonparametric index of ice

severity. Additional information was provided by the word roots

which described the nature of ice encounters and sailing

manoeuvres. The ice encounters ranged from the passive where

the crews could see ice or'the ships saited withinthe ice, to the

more active, where the crews were forced to take evasive action

such as tack'd, wore, or alter'd course. The most severe ice

conditions were revealed when the ship was beset by, fast in or

embayed in ice, and when the ship was damaged by ice. lt was

common for a log-book description to include both types of

comment. For example the comment: Tack'd from a large body of
/ce contains both types of information since the ice is described

as a large body and the sailing manoeuvre is identified as tacking.

5.2 Categories of Word Roots and phrases

The ice categories presented here and in catchpole and

Halpin (1987) are very similar, but not identical. one of the most

obvious differences is that icebergs are part of the content

analysis used by Catchpole and Halpin, but they are set aside for
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separate study here. ln fact icebergs do not occur in Hudson Bay

and thus this category was not used by catchpole and Hatpin.

catchpole and Halpin (1997) assigned four ice severity codes
from 0 to 3, with 0 being a condition of no ice and 3 being the
most severe ice condition. The content analysis used in this
research distinguishes five codes ranging from 0 to 4, again with

0 representing a condition of no ice and 4 being the most severe
ice condition. The categories designated o are identical in both

str'¡dies. The most severe cddes (3 in catchpole and Halpin, and 4
in this study) also indicate similar ice conditions. The two
studies differ insofar as catchpole and Halpin recognize one
intermediate code while two are identified here.

The following

ice categories used

Code 1 represents the least severe ice

observed, and this was termed very open

assigned when the ship,s progress was

a detailed description of each of the five

this analysis:

is

in

Code 0 was applied to log-book entries which specifically stated
that there was no sea ice present. For example the comments "no

ice in sight" or "in a clear sea' would each be given a code of 0.

This category was applied to onry 16 log-book comments (1 .go/" oÍ
total).

condition where ice was

pack ice. This code was

not significantly delayed
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by the ice. code 1 also included misceilaneous and vague

references to ice that could not be justifiably coded as more

severe. This code was applied to over gs% of the comments.

Code 2 was applied to ice conditions which necessitated avoiding

action by the ship without the ship being forced to come into

contact with the ice. This action often involved tacking but ¡t

atlowed the ship to make good progress along the original course.

code 2 was applied most'frequently (over 4oo/ol and this high

percentage can probably be attributed to the large size of the

Labrador sea. ln its large expanse the crews of the HBc ships

were usually able to avoid large, congested ice covered regions

and still make progress.

code 3 was applied when the HBc ships came into physical

contact with the ice and were able to proceed by forcing a

passage. Code 3 was also applied ¡f the crews were forced to
haul to or stop sailing to avoid contact with ice. code g was

applied to only 8.7o/o of the 'ice present' categories and only

applied on 36 days during the period 1Ts1 to 1g7o which, again,

is probably a reflection of the very large area the ships were

sailing in. Room to manoeuvre was a tuxury that the HBc crews

often d¡d not have later in the narrow confines of the Hudson

S tra it.
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code 4 represents the most severe ice condition, in which the

ship's passage was comptetely blocked, and the ship was in
contact with ice. For code 4 to be applied, the ship was ôes et by

or embayed in ice, or else it had grappted to a piece of ice. A rank

of 4 was applied to 13.2o/o of all the comments ctassified. This

most severe of categories was also applied to any log-book

comments describing damage to a ship by ice. lce descriptions

were only severe enough to indicate a Code 4 rating in 1g of the

117 years. ln total, code'4 was applied on 67 days during the

entire period 1751 to 1970.

5.3 Coding: The lce Severity tndex

An etfective annual ice severity index must satisfy three

conditions. Firstly, ¡t should include some measure of the

severity of the sea ice encountered. Secondly, there should be a
measure of the time of year at which the ice was encountered.

This was important since ships sailed at different times in the

summer ice dispersal period and this affects the expected ice

conditions. Lastly, the ice index should have some basis for

calibratlon against modern conditions.

The measure of ice severity was obtained by coding all word

roots and phrases. When an ice description involved several word
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roots, the code assigned was the most severe of the alternatives.
Thus all ice comments were given a single code using the content
analysis in Figure 5.1 (an annual breakdown of ice severity codes,
by comment, is given in Appendix 3). some examples taken from
the log-book of the prince of wales lin 1g16 were coded as
f o llows :

Code

2

1

3

4

0

1

Ice Comment

Tack'd from a bo'dy of tce.

saw several pieces of lce.

forcing through heavy lce.

lce very close. Grapled to a piece of lce with the
Emerald.

ln a clear sea.

Among stragling lce.

For the determination of an ice code for the entire year, the
use of the total number of ice comments or codes was not
appropriate. This total was highly dependent on the diligence of
the log-keeper and the changeability of ice conditions, rather
than ice severity. For example, the log-book of the prince of
wales l, kept on July 25, 1916 had only one ice comment for the
entire day, but this is indicative of severe ice persisting all day:
'All these past 24 hours ... the lce very close and heavy, continue
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at grapple with Emerald" (HBOA, pAM, prince of wates I log-book,

July 25, 1 81 6, C.1 /7BS).

Following the coding of the individual ice descriptions, the

next step was to assign an ice severity code, s, to each day. The

daily code was determined by the most severe ice condition

encountered that day. The most severe condition was selected to

represent each day as this was the ice condition that would have

commanded the most atteniion from the crew in their efforts to

avoid the ice (an annual breakdown of s is given for codes 1 to 4
in Appendix 3). while in the Labrador sea the presence of ice

could not be inferred for a particular day unless it was noted in
the log-book. Days in which the presence of ice was not entered

in the log-book were assigned a dairy varue of 0, i.e., they were

assumed not to have ice unless the presence of ice was

specifically mentioned.

The next stage involved buirding in a basis for determining

the impact that the time of sailing in the summer period of ice

dispersal had on the severity of the ice conditions encountered.

The method adopted was similar to the onê employed by catchpole

and Halpin (1987), in which the date of each ice encounter was

compared with observed ice dispersal dates in the period of the

modern record. This approach has an element of subjectivity

since a decision must be made regarding the stage in the
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dispersal process to be chosen as the yardstick for comparison

with historic conditions.

From the analysis of modern ice clearing in chapter 2.3, the

late pattern of retreat (1gzg example, Figure 2.111 shows a small

ice free area immediately south of Resolution lsrand by July 16,

although much of the eastern approach to Resolution lsland is ice

covered until August 20. These late ice ctearing dates make ¡t
ditficult to compare modern'to historic conditions as over 95o/o of

the HBC voyages had entered Hudson strait by August 19, and thus

any ice encountered by then could be expected during a severe

yeat. ln an average year, defined by the median ice edge (Figure

2.9), the entrance to Hudson strait is clear of ice shorily after

July 23. However, Figure 2.T shows that in nearty go% of the

years the ships had already entered Hudson strait by July 29.

This indicates that this date is not a suitabte yardstick against

which to measure the time of yeæ when the ice was encountered

in the Labrador Sea, although the date of the median ice limit was

adopted by catchpole and Halpin for this purpose in Hudson Bay.

The dates of ice dispersal in 196s, the year serected to
illustrate the early pattern of ice retreat (Figure 2.10) were

chosen as the standard against which historical dates of ice

encounters were compared. ln this yeat, the last ice at the

entrance to Hudson Strait was on June 2s. ln all years except
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one, the HBC ships entered the

indicates that the ice conditions in

yardstick against which to measure

ice encountered by the ships.

Strait after June 25. This

1965 may provide a suitable

the seasonal lateness of the

w¡th knowledge of: the marine sector in which each each ice

s,ighting occurredi the date of last ice in that marine sector in

19,65 (Figure 2.10); and the date of each ice sighting; the value of

the lateness indeX, d, was then derived. This lateness index was

similar to that developed by Catchpote and Halpin (1997), with

the main difference being the methods of measuring seasonal

'lateness as outlined above. The lateness index is catcutated from

the difference in days between the date when ice was sighted by

the HBC crew and the date of last ice in the corresponding marine

sector in 1965. This difference in days was assigned a d value

using Table 5.1. Any ice sighting made on or before the date of

last ice for the corresponding 1965 marine sector was considered

as ice that would be present there during the mildest years today.

This ice was not late and received a d of zero.
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Figure 5.22 An Example of the Derivation of
the Daily lce Severity lndex

Prince of Wales I July 27,1g96

Log-book Comment:

at 5 am within hail of the Rupert both being
embayed in among the ice - Commadore being
first clear, bore away

Latitude by Account: 61"21

Longitude by Chronometer: æ14

Calculation of s and d

s = 4, From Content Analysis, Figure 5.1

d = 4, From Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1

date ice encountered in 1g96 = July 2T
date of open water in 1965
for corresponding sector = June Zs

Difference (Lateness of lce) = 92 Days
32 days, d=4 (from Table S.1)

Daily lce lnd=ex = 
ï;

Daily lce lndex = 16 (For July ZT, 1g96)

(HBCA, PAM, Prince of Wates I tog-book, Juty 27, 1g36, C.1/gg0)



Figure 5.3: Dates of

B1

Last lce for 1965 Season

(from Figure 2.1A)



Table 5.1: Lateness lndex, d

Based on the interval in days between the date of the ice sighting and the f¡rst date of
open water ¡n the corresponding sector in 1965.

lnterval
in days

82

numerical value
ofd

1-10
11 - 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 -70
71-80

adapted from Catchpote and Hatpin (19S4

A daily ice severity index was determined by the
multiplication of the daily ice severity code, s, by the lateness

index, d. An example of how the daily index is obtained is
provided in Figure 5.2 using a day from the log-book of the prince

of wales lin its voyage to Hudson Bay in 1996. The daily ice

indices were summed for each year to yield an annual ice severity

index, the lsl, which is listed in Table s.2. A summary of the

steps taken to derive the lSl is given in Figure S.4.
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Figure 5.4: Stages in the Derivation of the lsl

TRANSCRIBE
Log-books

LOCATE
ships in sectors

DETERMINE 'd'
Lateness lndex

DETERMINE 's'
Daily lce Severity

d*s
Daily lce lndex

xd*s
lce Severity lndex

tst

from Catchpole and Halpin (1987)



Table 5.2:
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Annual Values of the lst, 1751-1970

Year

1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
t'840
f850
1860
-1 870

6 2 0 0 124434450
18 42 0 12 0040280
0 0 13 21 4820 12 18 19 27
0 310 12 I 1710 6 18 24 15

31 g2 0 33 r
171224220
564820812
24 10 12 0 0

0
228
16 0
15 4
41 23
18 20
18 0
11 4
18 30

16 I
0 11

32

30 192 20
28264
I 13 I
005

25 17 4
8324

43 5 0
30 77 9

186 71 50
46 13 23
9 .0 24

24 35 0

* lndicates no log-book for thàt year

5.4 The Ordinal Properties of the lsl

It is important to stress that the qualitative log-book

descriptions were converted into ordinat data rather than intervat

or ratio data through content analysis. ordinal data, which are
ranking or rating data, are not as informative as interval or ratio

data and therefore care must be taken during their anatysis in

choosing nonparametric statistical anatyses which are applicable
to this form of data. During the calculation of the lsl there were

some arbitrary choices made and these have inftuenced the values
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of the lsl as weil as the ordering of the years. some examptes of
the subjectivity involved in determining the lsl inctude: the
number of levels of sea ice severity; the code values of each
level; the choice of modern conditions to determine lateness; the
10 day interval for each tevel of d; and the combination of d and s
by multiplication. lf any of the preceding decisions was altered,
tl¡e values of the lsl would in turn be altered, and this might have
resulted in changes in the relative ranking of some of the years.

5.5 Preliminary Analysis of the lsl

several parameters of this investigation were run in a
correlation airalysis to test the independence of the lsl.
spearman's Rank correration coefficient, rs, wâs used to test for
relationships between the lsl and the following variables: yEAR,

the year of the voyage; DD, the date of departure from the last
port in Britain; DES, the date of entry into Hudson strait; and DAc,
the duration of the Atlantic crossing. The null hypothesis for
each test was that there was no association between the two
variabtes, with an alternative hypothesis that there was an
association between the two variables (a was set at O.os).

It was found that there was no association between the rsr
and any of the variables. The significance of these results is that
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the lsl is shown to be primarily a measure of
ice variability and not of seasonal variability of
lsl is not significantry affected by the time of

last few miles of the voyage, and

not a factor for the majority of the

the large area of the Labrador Sea

until they reached Hudson Strait.

year-to-year sea

sea ice, i.e., the

year the ships

thus the presence of ice was

trip. Secondly, the ships had

to manoeuvre in to avoid ice,

sailed. The lack of association between YEAR and lsl
demo,nstrates that there is not a tendency for the lsl to increase
or dærease with time. lf such a tendency did exist, it could be an
indiea'tion of climatic change over the 111 year period or it might
be a'basis for questioning the integrity of the lsl on the grounds
that the quality of the 'log-books, as sources of sea ice
information, changed significanfly through time. The lack of
relationship between DAc and lsl might be surprising because it
might be expected that the presence of ice which besets a ship or
necessitates avoidance would slow progress and result in a
longer Atlantic crossing. There was no association for two
reasons. Firstly, there usually was no ice encountered until the
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chapter 6: The lsl compared wlth other Hlstorlc
Sea lce Findings

Sea ice severity indices for the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries have been derived for seas adjacent to the Labrador Sea
using the HBc ships' log-books. These are available for Hudson
strait (Faurer, 1gg1), for the eastern part of Hudson Bay
(catchpole and Halpin, 1gg7), and for the western part of Hudson
Bay (catchpole and Hanuta, unpublished manuscript) and in all
three cases the record is from 1Ts1 to 1g70. ln addition, Newell
(1983) derived indices of annual sea ice severity in the Labrador
sea during the nineteenth century using a set of sources which
d¡d not include the HBc ships' rog-books. This chapter wiil
compare and contrast the indices derived in this study with those
presented by Faurer (1991), catchpole and Halpin (1gg7),
catchpole and Hanuta (unpublished manuscript), and Newell
(1s83).

6.1 comparisons with Hudson strait rndices

A difficulty which confronts researchers

the results of historic studies arises from the
of data, different time periods studied, and

when comparing

different sources

different methods
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used to obtain results. tn the comparison of the lst with Faurer,s
(1981) and catchpole and Faurer,s (1ggg) analysis of Hudson
strait at least part of this probrem d¡d not exist since both
studies relied on the same HBc log-books as their data source. As
a result, both studies share the same study period (17s1-1g70),
and the geographic locations are adjacent. Faurer's pioneering

study into ice conditions as revealed by log-book descriptions
used a significantly different method to obtain a measure of the
sea ice severity in Hudsoh strait from the one used here to
measure sea ice severity in the Labrador Sea.

Faurer took advantage of the fact that the HBc ships had
very little room in which to manoeuvre to avoid ice in Hudson
strait. From this ¡t was determined that "sea ice conditions
exerted a major influence on the progress of ships during the
westward passages [through Hudson strait] and that the annual
variations in the durations of the westward passages [Da] in days
comprise annual indices of summer sea ice severity' (catchpole
and Faurer, l g8g). This strong correration between duration and
sea ice severity did not exist in the Labrador Sea, and therefore a
similar analysis was not appried in the derivation of the index in
this region.

A difficulty which arose

the Hudson Strait index, Da,

in the comparison of the lsl with

was that the two indices are not
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completely independent of each other. ln the determination of the
durations of the Hudson strait passages, the ships were
considered to have entered Hudson Strait when the crews first
reported sighting Resolution lsland, regardless of their location.
ln the development of the lsl the ships were not considered to
have lett the Labrador Sea and entered Hudson Strait until they
rounded cape Resolution (chapter zl. As a result of this
difference in definition, there was a smail (in most cases)
geographic overlap betweeh the two study areas. This was a
variable overlap ranging from a low of zero to a high of 2s days in
1816. The adjusted annuar durations of the westward passages

through Hudson strait, Da, were tested for correlation, using
spearman's rank correlation coefficient, with the lsl. The
analysis returned a correlation coefficient, rs, of 0.26s
(significant to .0ogg), and a coefficient of deterrnination, rs2, of
7.0%. Despite the significance of the resutt, the correlation is
not high enough to overcome the fact that Da and the lsl have
some common study area. lt is likely that ¡f the geographic
overlap were eliminated there would no longer be a significant
correlation. The possible causes of this lack of correlation
between the ice indices derived for two adjacent bodies of water
is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.1: HBC Supply Fleet Routes
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6.2 Gomparison with Hudson Bay lndices

once the HBC ships entered Hudson Bay from Hudson strait
their routes diverged. one route was to the western shore of
Hudson Bay, with the destination being either churchill Factory or
York Factory, the second route was to Moose Factory in James Bay
(Figure 6.1). The anarysis of historical ice severity in Hudson Bay
was accordingly undertaken'in two parts. The approach to Moose
Factory was the basis for the estimation of ice severity in

eastern Hudson Bay (catchpole and Halpin, lggz), while the
western approach to churchill Factory and york Factory was used
to develop an ice index for the western part of Hudson Bay
(catchpole and Hanuta, unpublished manuscript) using the same
method.

The major value of the indices for Hudson B"y, Hudson
strait and the Labrador sea, lies in their ranking of individual
years, not in the numerical amounts obtained for each year. since
all of the indices are ordinal data, the indices for western Hudson
Bay and eastern Hudson Bay were included in a spearman,s ranking
correlation analysis along with the Hudson strait index, Da, and
the lsl for the Labrador sea. All variables were tested for any
interrelationships which could be exposed by this form of
analysis. No significant correlations were found between any of
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the pairs of sea ice severity variables, other than the afore-
mentioned lsllDa correlation. lt is particularty noteworthy that
no significant correlation was observed between the two sets of
Hudson Bay data.

This finding stresses the complexity of the set of factors
determining the patterns of summer sea ice dispersal. prime

among these are surface atmospheric circulation, sea currents
and tides, and the seasonäl regimes of the components of the
surface energy balance. The contrasting sizes, orientations and
shapes of Hudson Bay, Hudson strait and the Labrador sea create
circumstances under which atmospheric circulation and water
movement, in particular, have very different local effects on ice
behaviour. This is true even within the confines of Hudson Bay.
The early clearing of ice in western Hudson Bay is promoted by
strong, persistent westerly and northwesterly winds that drive
the ice towards the east and southeast. obviously, these same
wind conditions cause ice congestion in the east and promote

there the late clearing of ice (Danielson, 1971).
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6.3 comparisons with other Labrador sea Data

A reconstruction of summer ice conditions in the Labrador
sea in the nineteenth century by Newell (1ggg) was based on the
log-books of whaling vessels sailing into Davis strait, ice
conditions for west Greenland compiled by speerschneider
(1931), and records from Moravian missions in Labrador. These
independent measures of iðe severity are potentially useful as a
means of testing the validity of the lsl. However, this potential
is diminished by differences between the two data sets, and
differences between the two study areas. Although both this
work and Newell's focus on the Labrador sea, there is very lit¡e
actual overlap in the study areas. Newell,s data are from three
separate sources each bearing on different parts of the sea. over
54o/o of the ice data prior to lgzo came from the Moravian
missions which give insight into ice conditions off the coast of
Labrador. since the missions were ail rocated between the
latitudes of ssoN and 59oN, disptayed in Figure 6.2, most of the
ice data are restricted to these latitudes. The data for southern
Labrador, between 51oN and ssoN, are very sparse until after
1860. There are onry eight ice references before 1960 and 17 in
the 1860 to 1869 decade. The remaining ice references used by
Newell (about 25% of total) describe conditions between the
latitudes of 60oN and 63.N. on average, there are less than five
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ice references per decade (up to 1g7o) for this area. lt appears
that these ice descriptions refer to an area to the north and east
of the lsl study area. Thus, arthough Neweil's data describe ice
conditions for the same general body of water, there is not an
actual overlap of the specific rocations of the ice data. The vast
majority of ice severity descriptions used to produce the lsl
were written to the north of the Moravian mission data, and to
the south and southwest of the Davis strait data.

There is a broao t"rporal overlap between the two studies.
The Newell research covers all of the nineteenth century and does
not extend back to the eighteenth century while the HBc data
covers the period 1ls1 to 1970. This provides an overlap
between the two data sets of 71 years from 1g00 to 1gzo. This
overlap period shrinks to s3 years when the 15 years of missing
data in Newell's record and the three years of missing data from
the HBC log-books are considered. The overrap period is reduced
further to s0 years when the data listed in Neweil,s (1ggg)
appendix are examined. Data referring to freeze-up conditions in
the fall or ice conditions too distant geographicaily from the rsr
study area were deemed unsuitabre for comparisons. The overrap
period of 50 years is sufficient for each set of data to provide a
validity test for the other. The overlap period covers over 42î" ol
the lsl record and nearly sg% of Newell's g5 year record.



Figure 6.2: Locations of
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Newell used data from Moravian missions in northern
Labrador, as well as other sources to obtain his analysis of sea
ice conditions in the Labrador sea. The modern conditions which
form the basis for Neweil's anarysis were the sowden and Geddes,
(1980) ice charts discussed in Chapter 2. Newell used the median
ice edge to represent normat conditions as well as the maximum
ice edge to represent modern extremes. By comparing the
historical date of ice dispersal with each of these ice edge dates,
Newell derived the followinþ three levels of ice severity for the
Labrador Sea in the nineteenth century:

** The most severe ice condition was appried to years
when the ice lasted rater than the date of sowden and Geddes,
maximum ice edge.

+ This was applied to years

observed occurred between the dates

extreme ice edge.

- This was appried to years in which the rast ice
observed occurred before the date of the median ice edge or when
there was no evidence to indicate ice occurred tater than the date
of the median ice edge.

A major problem involved in the comparison of the lsl with
Newell's data is that the two data sets are in different forms.
The lsl ranks all years in terms of increasing summer sea ice
severity, whereas Newell divided the years into three broad

in which the last ice

of the median and the
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groups of sea ice severity. Newell's sources were generally less
informative than the HBC log-books (for example, Newelt had 122
ice references for the period 1g00 to 1g70, whereas the HBC log-
books have 689 ice references for the same period), therefore he

was not able to produce a numeric index or a ranking of the
individual years. For a comparison of the two data sets it was

not possible to convert Neweil's broad groupings into a more

informative level of data such as the ranking of years, but it was
possible to divide the lsl' into three broad groups. The lsl
represents a ranking of the sea ice severity of the Labrador sea,
ranging from the mildest conditions which were as mild as a
modern mild ice year, to conditions which were more severe than
present day extremes (chapter 7). Between this wide range of
conditions lie lSl values which are indicative of ice conditions
approximately equal to present day norms and present day
extremes. w¡th the identification of the lsl value which
represented modern norms, and the value which represented the
modern day extremes, the lsl was divided into three groups
similar to those that Newell used in his classification.

The lsl value which represents modern day normal ice
conditions was determined by superimposing the sailing routes of
the HBC ships over a map of sowden and Geddes' median ice edge.
An lsl of 5 was found to represent present day norms. An lsl of
10 was determined to represent modern day extreme ice
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conditions, by superimposing the route of the HBc sailing ships
over a map of sowden and Geddes' maximum ice edge. with the
establishment of the rsr varues which represent these present
day ice conditions, the lsl was broken into the three groups of ice
severity defined by Newell earlier.

It was found that gz of the s0 years of overlap had ice
conditions which Neweil defined as more severe than today's
eNtremes. of these 32 yeats , 24 years were also considered more
s€vere than present day extremes by the lsl. This is a
statistically significant agreement, because the probability of a
24 year agreement in a random sampte of 92 years is onty 0.02s.
There were ten years in the overlap period which were classified
by Newell as more severe than present normal, but less severe
than present day extremes. of these ten years, three were
classified as more severe than normal by the lsl. An agreement
of 3 years out of ten is not significant since there is a o.2z
probability of this occurring by chance. Newell assigned eight
years to the category of milder than present normat, whereas the
lsl only assigned three of those eight years to the same category.
This is also insignificant by the significance standards of this
study (a=0.05), since the probability of three agreements in a
random sample of eight is 0.0g9.
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The statistical significance of the agreement between the
two data sets in the more severe than present extreme category
provides only a small measure of validity tor both data sets. Two
factors may have influenced this result. Firstly, although both
data sets are labeled as measurss of sea ¡òe severity for the
Labrador sea, ¡t is important to remember that each is only a
measure of sea ice severity for the region of the Labrador sea
covered by the data, and in the absence of a more detailed
analysis of conditions in ttie Labrador sea, this severity cannot
necessarily be extrapolated to the other study area. For this
same reason, a direct contradiction between the two data sets
over ice severity for an individual year, does not diminish the
validity of one or both data sets. secondly, the measure of
validity is small because there is a statistically significant
agreement in only one of the three groups. This, however, is the
most important of the three groups in which to have a significant
agreement, since, nfor many years, sea-ice conditions may have
been more severe than indicated, because most observations do
not refer to a finar crearing date" (Neweil, l ggg).

Through a croser examination of the most extreme
disagreements between the years selected by the two data sets,
it can be determined if the data for the two areas do contradict
each another, indicating different ice conditions, or if they point
to deficiencies from a rack of information. There were six years
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in which ice conditions for the Labrador Sea were considered
more severe than present day extremes by Newell,s data and
considered milder than present day normals by the lsl. ln one
example, 1811, the lsl was found to be zero, and in fact there
was no ice sighted in the Labrador sea by the HBC supply ship that
year. This was an unusual year for the HBc ships, however,
because this was the latest that the HBC convoy ever left Britain
(July 26') and the ships d¡d not enter Hudson strait until
september 6, which was also the latest on record. ln the most
extreme years in modern record, there is an ice free approach to
Hudson Strait by late August; therefore, the ice free evidence
obtained by the HBc crews in 1g11 does not contradict the
evidence from the Moravian missions, as the ice conditions coutd
have been, and probably were, more extreme than modern record.
ln 1803, however, there is a direct contradiction between the two
indices. ln 1809, the crew of the prince of wales I d¡d not sight
ice until after they had seen Resolution rsrand on Jury 25. The ice
was described as straggling, and d¡d not provide them with any
difficulty when they entered Hudson Strait a few hours later. The
Moravian mission ship that reached okak mission on August 10,
however, encountered severe ice and was derayed for three weeks
off the Labrador coast by this ice. A difficulty that arises here is
that the coast of Labrador has an added influence that does not
affect ice conditions in the approach to Resorution tsrand. The
current which removes ice from Hudson strait (Figure 2.12,) may
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have influenced the ice conditions observed by the Moravians in
years such as 1903. ln these years ice was observed near the
Labrador coast, but not at the approach to Resolution lsland.
There were eight years in which Newell classified the ice
conditions as milder than present normal. only three of these
eight years were classified by the lSl as less severe than present

normal. ln three of the five years of disagreement there is ice

sighted by the Moravians, but it is too early in the year to justify

a more severe ice rating. 'There is no evidence of ice clearing
early to contradict the lsl which had rated these years as more

severe than present extremes. tn two years, lgzz and 1ggg,

there appears to be a direct contradiction between the two
indices. The Hopedare mission reported no ice in sight on July 19,

1822 although G00 kilometres to the north the prince of wates l,

encountered heavy ice on July 22, 29, and 24. The crew forced the
ship through ice July 22 and July 23, and had to grapple to ice on

July 24. After an examination of ice clearing dates (Figure 2.111
¡t is apparent that in the 1g2z example there is not a direct
contradiction. The ice clearing date in years of late ice retreat
on the Labrador coast is June 25 which is 28 days earlier than the
date on which Hopedale Mission reported no ice in sight. ln 1g22
ice could have cleared up to three weeks later than present day
extremes and this does not disagree with the findings of the ts¡.
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The disagreement analysis provides evidence which
indicates that if years of insufficient data were excluded from
the original analysis, there would be a significant agreement
among all three groups. The analysis does provide evidence
indicating that the area investigated by Newell has similar ice
conditions to the area covered by the lsl, particularly in years of
very late ice retreat (two case studies of severe ice conditions
wilt be discussed in more detail in chapter 7). Although the two
regions have simitar icd conditions, they are not identical
because the Labrador coast has the added influence of ice from
Hudson strait. Another difference was uncovered by crane (1g7g)

in his analysis of ice clearing. crane detected two patterns o f
ice retreat, which he termed early and late (Figure 2.10 and
Figure 2.11'). Both patterns of ice retreat in the route of the HBc
sailing ships (Figure 2.11 are similar, except, of course, the route
is ice free three weeks earlier in the early pattern. The Labrador
coast, however, shows two different patterns of ice retreat. ln
the years with early ice retreat the ice clears from east to west.
ln the years with late ice retreat there is a large shore lead that
opens three weeks before the entire sea is clear. The HBC log-

book data, and the methodotogy involved in the development of the
lsl both receive a measure of vatidity, but the main importance of
the lsl in conjunction with other Labrador sea data is that ¡t
supplements the knowledge of historic ice conditions by
supplying evidence for a different portion of the Labrador Sea.
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chapte r 7: The Relationship between volcanic
Dust and Sea lce Severity

Benjamin Franklin was probably the first person to question
the possibility that volcanic dust affects climatic conditions
when he wondered if the 'dry fogn, dust produced by volcanic
eruptions in 17ag, was responsible for the cotd winter which
occurred in western Europe and eastern North America in 17gg_

1784. since then there have been many theories proposed, and
studies undertaken to investigate the influence, if âny, of
volcanic dust on crimate. "The effect is ctearly likely to be
greatest in high latitudes [such as the Labrador sea area], where
the always low angle of incidence of the solar beam implies long
paths through any dust layers, and where ... production of more ice
on Arctic seas shourd be expected to be a common consequence of
great volcanic dust veils..., (Lamb, 1g7Z).

The volcanic dust-climate theory is based on the
assumption that dust particles in the atmosphere influence the
intensity of both incoming solar radiation and outgoing
terrestrial radiation. This implies that the presence of a targe
quantity of volcanic dust in the atmosphere will have a
significant effect on the earth's radiation balance. The
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microscopic size of the dust particles causes them to have a tar
larger influence on the incoming shortwave radiation than on the
outgoing longwave radiation. Theoretically, the resutt is a
"reverse greenhouse effect" which is presumed to cause a global-
scale lowering of surface temperature (Lamb, 1g70). As there
were several major eruptions during the period 17s1 to 1g70, ¡t

was decided to determine if there was a noticeabte signal of
volcanic activity in the sea ice conditions of the Labrador sea.

7.1 ldentification of Major Eruptions

It is well established that the volcanic eruptions capable of
influencing global weather conditions are the explosive eruptions
which inject large quantities of dust into the stratosphere. Most
effective in this regard are those rocated in the equatoriar
latitudes between 2ooN and 20os. These inject dust initiaily into
the Hadley cell and the upper westerlies and are abte to diffuse
this dust into both hemispheres causing a global dust veit.
Eruptions occurring potewards of 20" ratitude are abre to create
dust veils that are rimited to the hemisphere in which the
eruption occurred. The consequence of these various restrictions
is that only a very smail number of the eruptions that occurred
between 1751 and lgro had the capability to have influenced sea
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ice severity in the Labrador Sea. The f irst task in this
investigation is to identify these major eruptions. The data

sources on which this search is based are the dust veil index, DVl,

devísed by Lamb (1970), and the volcanic explosivity index, vEl,
devised by Newhall and Self (1982).

a) The DVI

o

ln his classic study of volcanic dust, Lamb (1920) devised a
measure of the intensity, longevity and extent of dust veils
produced by over 280 eruptions that occurred since 1so0 A.D.

This dust veil index was based on instrumentat and historical

evidence including the depletion of direct sotar radiation, the

temperature lowering in the middle latitudes, the quantity of
solid matter dispersed as dust, and the extent and duration of the

optical effects produced by the dust. Lamb developed three

different formulae to calculate the DVr for all known eruptions

since 1500 A.D. The choice of the formula used woutd depend on

the information available. Each formula contains a coefficient

which was designed to yield an index value of 1000 for the 1gg3

eruption of Krakatau, thus making Krakatau the standard for

comparison.
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ln the development of the DVI formutae, Lamb considered
three main properties of votcanic dust veils which woutd have
meteorological signif icance. The f irst factor is density or
opacity. This would be dependent upon the amount of dust
injected into the atmosphere by the volcano. The second factor is
the maximum extent, or geographic area, covered by the dust veil.

This factor was included to account for the latitude of the
volcanic eruption as eruptions occurring within the tropics will
spread dust to cover a greäter area of the globe than an eruption
in a polar region. The third factor is duration of the dust veil.
The total life of the dust veil depends upon the entry of dust into

the stratosphere. The higher the dust is ejected, the tonger its
residence in the atmosphere.

Lamb assigned a DVr to all known eruptions from 1s0o A.D.
to the present. The highest DVI of 4000 was assigned to the l ggs

eruption of coseguina, whire the 1g1s eruption of rambora was
rated second highest with a DVI of 3000. The three highest DVI

on record occurred within the 17s1 to 1g70 time period. The DVI

for volcanic eruptions in the period 1zs1 to lgzo are presented

in the graph in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1= Lamb's Dust veil lndex 1zs1-1g20

b) The VEI

The volcanic explosivity index, vEl, devised by Newhall &
self (1982) is a measure of a volcano's explosivity. over go0o

eruptions since lsoo A.D. were assigned a vEr varue on a scare of
0 to I with B as the most severe. This is based on the volume of
material ejected, the rate at which the material was ejected, the
destructiveness and the dispersive power of the eruption. one
important feature of the VEI is that it does not consider tatitude

181 0

YEAR
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of the eruption or elevation of the eruption column. These factors
influence the spread of the dust veil which in turn determines its
ability to modify weather conditions. As a result, caution must
be used when dealing with the vEl in climate-volcanic dust
relationships. Newhail & serf assigned a vEr varue of four or
greater to 31 eruptions during the period 17s1 to 1g70. of these
31 eruptions only five were given a vEl of five or more, and the
most severe VEI of seven was assigned to the 1g1s eruption of
Tambora. The five vorcanôes with vEr varues of five or greater
are listed in Table 7.1 along with the other eruption years
selected for this study. The criteria appried in the selection of
major eruptions were:

1) eruption located north of 10oS;

2) a DVI greater than or equal to 1000;

and/or

3) a VEI greater than or equal to 5.

7.2 The Volcanic Dust - Sea lce Analysis

The analysis technique emptoyed in this study is an
adaptation of superposed epoch analysis. Mass & schneider
(1977), Taylor et al. (1ggo), and Lough & Fritts (1987) among
others have used this technique in their volcano-climate studies.
This analysis has mainry, though not exclusivety, been applied to
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records of mean annual temperatures. The analysis commences
with the identification of major volcanic eruption years and is

then applied to a finite interval of years before and after the
eruption. ln most studies this interval has ranged from a nine
year period to a 20 year period centred on the eruption year. The
mean annual temperatures in the individual years preceding and
following the eruption year are next identified and tabulated. The
table is completed by incorporating similar temperature data
from other stations used 'in the analysis. The anatysis then
determines the mean annual temperature for each of the years
before and after an eruption. The various applications of
superposed epoch analysis differ according to:

a) the definition and selection of major eruptions;

b) the method used to normalize mean annuat temperature

in order to eriminate the effect of rong term variations;

c) the methods used to test the significance of the
differences between the mean and the years before and

after an eruption.

The eruption years serected for this study were chosen with
both the vEl and DVr as the main serection criteria. The first
criterion was that all the eruptions were situated at a latitude
north of 1Oos because these alone were likely to have created a
dust veil in the Northern Hemisphere. Alr eruption years with a
DVI of 1000 or larger were chosen as weil as ail years with a VEr
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of 5 or larger, yielding a total of ten eruption years (listed in
Table 7.1). The period of analysis selected in this study was the
nine years extending from the fourth year preceding the eruption
to the fourth year folrowing the eruption. The lsl for each nine
year eruption period is given in Table 7.2.

ln previous studies, once the data were tabulated, the mean
value for each of the nine years, or columns, was calculated, and
these means were compdred with each other statisticaily to
determine if there was a votcanic signal. However, as discussed
in chapter 5, the lsl are ordinal data, not interval or ratio, and as
a result the mean vatue is not a valid statistic for comparisons.
It is here, in the test for a significant votcanic signal, that this
analysis differs fundamentally from previous superposed epoch
analyses.

To test for a significant votcanic signal appearing in any of
the nine years, the statistical distribution of the lsl must be
defined. The distribution is hypergeometric and so the data had
to be redefined in terms of the hypergeometric random variabre
(Table 7.3). This probability distribution is similar but not
identical to the binomiat for the population size of this study.
Whereas the probability of success remains the same as each
sample is selected for the binomial, the hypergeometric
probabilty function reflects the changing probabilities of success
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Table 7.1: Eruption years lncluded in Study
The selection was based on a DVI greater than or equal to 1000
and/or a VEI greater than or equalio S.

Year

1752
1 755
1 766
177 5
1 783

1 803
1 815
1 822
1 835
1 854

Volcano

Little Sunda ts.
Katla
Mayon
Pæaya
Laki/
Asama

Cotopaxi
Tambôra
Galunggung

Coseguina
Sheveluch

Location pvt

1 000
nla

2300
1 000
1 000

(total veil)
1 100
3000

500
4000

nla

VEI

g"s
63.5"N
13.5.N

140N

64"N
36.5"N

10S
. 8"S

7"S
13"N
57"N

119.E
1 g"w

123.5.W
910W
18"W

138.5.W
7g"w

119 "E
1 ogoE

97.5.E
161 .5"W

nla
5
4

nla
4

nla
7
5
5

5

Table 7.22 lsl for the Eruption year periods, from FourthYear Preceding to Fourth Vear Foilowing each Eruption
The ten most severe lSt are printed ln bold_face. -

Eruption
Year, E

17 52
1 755
1 766
177 5
1 783
1 803
1815
1 822
1 835
1 854

-3-4 -1-2 +1 +2 +3 +4

62
0 12
0 16

12 0
40

12 18
8 17

10 6
33 *

208

0 300 30 192 20 628264443
0 I 13 9 I0 15 4 0 o48 18 20 I 3043500
8 17 11 4 3030 186 71 5o 3116 I I O 24

192 20
20

44 5
420
50

24 20
3f0 12
77 I
82 0
s6 48

* indicates no lSt áv@
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as each sample is selected. The statistical means of each year
could not be used because this variable is defined in terms of
successes and failures. For a perfect, or maximum response in
terms of a volcanic signal in any year, the ten most severe íce
years, ranked by the lsl (Table 7.4), would have to all occur
within that year. These ten severe ice years were considered
successes if they occurred in that year. The probability of all ten
severe ice years, or successes, appearing in a random sampte of
ten is less than one in eighty-nine trillion. The hypergeometric
equation and probabilities of atl the possible different numbers
of successes for samples of size 9 or 10 are listed in Table 7.3.

From the list of rsl vatues for each nine year volcanic
period in Table 2.2 it was found that five of the ten most severe
ice years occurred in yEAR+1. This is highry significant as the
probability of five of the most severe ice years occurring by
chance in yEAR+1 is 3.003 x 10-4 (about 1 in 3300). To put this
statistical probability in perspective, a probability of .0s (or 1 in
20) is normally considered significant. None of the other eight
years demonstrated a significant response. yEAR_2 had the
second most successes with two, in a sample size of nine which
has a probabirity of occurring by chance of 0.142, or
approximately 1 in 7.
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Previous studies, such as Mass and schneider's (1977) and
Lough and Fritts' (1987), used different criteria in the selection
of the eruption years analyzed. To further emphasize the
sig'n'ificance of the results of this study, and demonstrate that
therse results were not biased by the setection of the eruption
years, the same statistical analysis was apptied with the use of
the eruption years selected by Lough & Fritts between 17s1 and

1870. This analysis was repeated with the eruption years
selected by Mass & schheider. tn both analyses the only
significant result was in yEAR+1. There were four severe ice
years in YEAR+1 out of the nine years selected by Lough & Fritts.

The probability of picking four severe ice years in a random
sample of nine is less than three in one thousand. The yEAR+1

response has a higher significance using the Mass & schneider
eruption years because four of the ten most severe ice years

appear in the five years selected by their criteria. The
probability of this happening by chance is about 0.0001s, or 1 in
7500.
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Table 7.3: Hypergeometric Equation and probabilities

Equation:

cc-*
P(Y) = t#"' v=0,1,2, ". n

n

where q=#

For The lSl data, where: .
Population Size, N=l17; Sample size, n=9 or 10;
Total possible number of succeòses, k=l0;
Number of successes, y=0, 1, 2, ...10i
P(y)= probability of y successes.

Probabilities:

V=
-
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

P(v). n=10

0.39393389
0.40197338
0.1 6444365
3.508 x 10-2
4.255 x 10-3
3.003 x 10-4
1.215 x 10-5
2.670 x 10-7
2.861 x 10-9
1.200 x 1O-11
1.121 x 1O-14

P(y). n=9

0.43413126
0.39466478
0.14207932
2.626 x 10-2
2.709 x 10-3
1.575 x 1O-4
5.047 x 10-6
8.240 x 1O-8
5.830 x 10-10
1.211 x 10-12
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Table 7.42 The Ten Most Severe lce years
the Labrador Sea

in

Rank

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
I

Year LS.I

1816 310
1753 192
1832 186
1 836 82
1 823 77
I 833 71
1855 56
1834 50
1799 48
1 856 48

Another interesting feature of this analysis is that the ice
conditions were not significantly more severe in the second and
third years after eruptions. previous studies, such as Mass &
schneider's, have found a small but significant volcanic signal of
temperature depression in the second year after an eruption. lce
conditions of the Labrador Sea do not show significant severity in

the second year after an eruption. The ninth most severe ice
condition (1856), is the only one of the ten most severe ice years
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to occur in the second year after an eruption. This is not a
significant response as the probability of one of the most severe
years being selected by chance is over 0.4.

7.3 Case Studies: 1916 and 1g36

Two case studies are presented to reconstruct in detail the
severe ice conditions encouhtered in the Labrador sea as well as
corresponding cold weather from other areas of the Northern
Hemisphere following major eruptions. The first case study year,
1816, was chosen because it followed the year with the largest
vEl, it produced the most severe lsl, and is also a year of welt
documented climatic anomalies in other areas of North America
and Europe. The second case study yeaÍ, 1g96, was chosen
because it followed the year with the highest DVl. The year 1g96
is an interesting study because ¡t is a year of widespread cord
conditions and it followed the l ggs eruption of coseguina.

a) 1816

The year 1916 was

throughout most of the

weather is attributed by

eruption of Mt. Tambora.

marked by unseasonably cold weather

Northern Hemisphere. This unusual

many climatologists to the April 1g1S

Mt. Tambora, located at Bo S, on
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sumbawa lsland, rndonesia, probably produced the largest ash
eruption in recorded history, with total ejecta estimated at
between 1s0 and 200 km3 (Rampino and self, 1gg2). Newhall and
self (1982) assígned a vEr of 7 to Tambora. This was the highest
vEl assigned to the set of goo0 eruptions which they ranked.
Lamb assigned a DVI of 3000 to Tambora and this was the second
highest value that he assigned with only the 1gg5 eruption of
Coseguina being ranked higher.

Europe and nortn""rt"rn North America received
particularly harsh weather in the summer of 1916 and post

(1977) identified the years 1916-1919 as the period of the "last
great subsistence crisis of the western world,. post attributed
this subsistence crisis to the extremety cold weather of 1g16
and 1817 by highlighting cold weather and poor harvests (or
complete crop failures) throughout Europe, north-eastern united
states and canada. An exampre of the poor summer is exhibited in

the grape ripening dates of France. French historians have
extracted grape ripening dates since 1601, and 1g16 was found to
be the year with the ratest ripening date on record. Another
example occurs in the English midlands, which have temperature
records dating back to 1699. Jury 1g16 registered the rowest
mean temperature for that month for the entire period of
observation. There was atso unseasonably cold weather and poor
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harvests in Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, switzerland, and
several other regions of Europe (post, 1977).

cold weather and poor crops were evident in eastern North
America in 1816, and stommet and stommel (1g7g and 19gg)
have termed the year 1916 as the 'year without a summer,. They
searched through old newspaper reports, journals, and diaries in
eastern North America to document occurrences of severe
weather. Their research 'revealed there were frosts in every
month of 1816 in New England, and the "meteorological record for
New Haven which had been kept by the president of yare coilege
since 1779 records June 1916 as the coldest June in that city"
(stommel and stommel, l ggg). Baron and Gordon (1ggs) found
that the length of the growing season in eastern Massachusetts in

1816 was the shortest on record (124s to present) at about s0
days, compared to a normal of about 1SS days.

HBc post journals and ships' log-books have provided
evidence of severe cold and extreme ice conditions for the
summer of 1816 in the Hudson Bay area and approaches. For
eastern Hudson Bay it was found the "summers of 1916 and 1817
were not only colder than those on modern record, but were
exceptionally severe even for this period" (wilson, 19gsa).
During the summer of 1916, the east coast of Hudson Bay
experienced arctic conditions and the mean daily temperature at
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Great whale was nearly 6oc below the 1941 to lglo normal
(Wilson, 1 gBSa).

Some examples of the entries in

provide evidence of the severe summer of

Bay follow:

the post journals that
1816 in eastern Hudson

The gardens at (Great) Whale River have not
produced a single root of vegetables of any kind
wh ateve r.
(HBCA, PAM, Fort George journal, 877/a/5, fol. S,
October 10, 1 S16.)

None of the grass or anything else has come to
perfection this season. Continual frost and snow
throughout the summer, has been a great
impediment to all kinds of vegetation. Not so
mugh as a berry of any kind is scarcely to be seen,
which on more favourabte seasons are found here,
to grow spontaneously in great abundance.
(HBCA, PAM, Fort George journal, 877/a/5, fol.3,
September 27, f gl6.)

I have got no vegetables
were sent so opportunely
are no larger than when
there is not the smallest
the ground.
(HBCA, PAM, Eastmain journal, B1g/a/g6, fol. 10,
October 13, f 816.)

whatever, the plants that
from Moose last summer
planted, as for Potatoes,
branches to see above
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The repeated frosts has destroyed the potatoes.
The leaves are ail gone, and notñing but tüã naneostalks remain.
(HBCA, PAM, .Naosquiscaw journal, 8.143/a/l S,fol. 10, September 4, 1916.)

I set to mowing down the
as the season is pretty
has come to nothing
come in for the cattle.

oats, barley in the park,
tar spent, but the grain
the straw however will

(HBCA, pAM, New Brunswick journal, 8141/a/g4,
September 20, f g16.)

The above journal entries are all from posts tocated in the
eastern part of the Hudson Bay region and the extreme cold that
was experienced in the summer of 1g16 was only noticed in this
region' The ships' log-books reveal that 1816 had the seventh
most severe summer sea ice conditions in the eastern part of
Hudson Bay (catchpole and Halpin, 19g7) but the post journals
from the western shore of Hudson Bay d¡d not report unusuaily
cold weather- The ice index derived for the western part of
Hudson Bay was zero. This índicates that in 1g16 the ice in the
western part of the Bay was no more severe than that
encountered in 1969, the year associated with the most severe
ice in these waters in the period of the modern record (catchpote
and Hanuta, unpublished manuscript).

Evidence of

Labrador Sea was

severe summer sea ice conditions in 1g16 in the
uncovered by Newell (1989) using the Moravian
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missionary records. Newell found that the ice clearing in 1g16
was the latest during his period of study, with the ice clearing 11

weeks later than present day normal. This clearing date was
more than seven weeks later than the present extreme and was
the latest clearing date ever recorded. There is evidence that ice
may have remained on the coast of Labrador untit freeze-up.

The HBc log-books support Newell,s finding and indicate
that 1816 was indeed the year in which ice conditions were the
most severe on record in the Labrador sea. Table 7.4 shows that
1816 had the largest lsl of all 117 years ranked with a value of
310 which is over s}o/o rarger than the next highest year. Figure
7 -2 ts a graphic illustration of how 1g16 compares with the years

1811 to 1819. ln 1816 the prince of wales was beset by ice for
21 days while in the Labrador sea. This was more than twice the
number of days any other ship was beset in the period of record.
ln this year the Prince of wales left port in the orkney lslands 16

days earlier than normal, yet she did not round cape Resolution
and enter Hudson strait until seven days tater than normal. The
1816 voyage from orkney to Hudson strait was the longest
Atlantic crossing during the period 1zs1 to 1g7o requiring s4
days, compared to the average crossing of 31 days.
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Figure 7.22 The lsl from 18lt to 1919

b) 1836

ln 1835 the volcano coseguina, in Nicaragua (1Bo N, g7.s. w)
erupted. Lamb assigned coseguina a DVI of 4000, the highest
index assigned to any volcano. Recently, however, doubt has been
cast on this ranking, most notably f rom the tack of a large
volcanic signar in porar ice cores (Hammer, clausen and
Dansgaard, lg8o). Newhail and serf (1gg2) gave coseguina a vEl

tst

1211 13 17 19f8
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of 5, which is indicative of a very large eruption but still lower
than the vEl of z assigned to Tambora and 6 assigned to the
eruBtion of Krakatau in 1ggg. Although there is some

the size of the eruption of coseguina, and whether or
frrorm the eruption itself significantly influenced the
1836, there is much evidence that suggests that 1996

of extreme cold.

doubt about

not the dust

climate of

was a year

The northeastern unìted states suffered cold weather in
1836. Baron and Gordon (1995) found in their reconstructed
winter temperatures for providence, Rhode lsland, that 1g96 had
the lowest temperature of all years on record from l ggo to
present. Another example of the cold weather of 1g36 0ccurred
when George Bach was ordered to sail to Repulse Bay, at the head
of Roes welcome sound between southampton lsland and the
Kewatin coast. His ship, the Terror, was beset by thickening pack
ice in september and the crew were unable to free the ship untir
the midsummer of 1997. The exceptionaily stormy and severe
weather encountered in the united states and Europe prompted an
article published by the Smithsonian lnstitute entifled "Certain
storms in Europe and America: December, 1g36" (Loomis, lgsg).

Hanuta (1986) found evidence of exceptionalty severe ice
conditions and cold and stormy summer weather in Hudson Bay in
1836 using the HBc log-books and post journals. The prince
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Rupert encountered very rate ice in september in Hudson Bay, as
well as stormy and cold weather. The ship was unabte to reach
York Roads because of the weather and had to anchor nearby. Here
the ship suffered gales and snow and developed a problem with
ic.ing, as she became coated in ice from freezing spray. The ship
wâs; doscribed in the log-book as "a mass of ice, and later as "a
corrlp,l,ête lce berg these last two days" (HBOA, pAM, prince Rupert
log"5'6s¡, october 1, 1gg6, c.1/ggo). The cold weather and
's'tormy conditions drove thå ship from her anchorage resulting in

"th'e loss of two of her three anchors and the third being broken.
Finally, the officers decided to abort the voyage and return to
England to avoid further damage despite being so close to their
destination. The ice severity index determined for the western
portion of Hudson Bay was the most severe in the period of record
of 1751 to 1869 (catchpore and Hanuta, unpublished manuscript).

Newell (1979) found that wharing ships courd not reach the
northwater of Baffin Bay because of severe ice conditions in
1836. Newell (1989) also found that ice conditions in the
Labrador sea for the year 1g96 were more severe than the
present day extreme, and considerably more severe than the
normal for the nineteenth century. ln fact the captain of the
mission ship arriving that year "described the voyage as the most
hazardous since 1816' (Neweil, lggg). Journar accounts from
Hopedale Mission reported that the ice broke up on July 14, the
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latest date on their record. Later,

reached Hopedale after trouble with

August 24, mission ships

(Newell, 1983).

on

ice

Again Newell's findings for the Labrador sea corroborate
the results of this study. The year 1g96 does indeed appear to be

a year of late ice retreat, although not as severe as 1916. The lSl

for 1836 was 82 which ranks as the fourth most severe of the
117 years of record. Before rounding cape Resolution and leaving

the study area, the Prince'of wales t was beset in ice for four
da¡¡s from July 28 to July 91 when she found open water and
entered Hudson strait on August 1. ln only three other years were

ships beset by ice on more than four days in the Labrador sea.
The Prince of wales, in 1996, was the only ship in this study to
be damaged by ice while in the Labrador sea. The prince of wales
had her rudder broken by the ice and she was nearly wrecked as

the ice almost drove her onto the rocks near Button's lstands. The

rudder was broken at about 11:00 pm on July 27 and was not
r:epaired until about 11:00 am on July 91 - a total of nearty g4

hours (3.5 days) without a rudder. The following excerpts from
the log-book of the prince of wales demonstrate the peril the
ship was in:

July 27 at 5 close in with the land - the ice
close keeping us off the rocks and the current
setting bodily on them - the ship quite
unmanagable among the ice
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the ship took the ... forcing her bow upon the ice
and at the same time twisting the rudder fromthe sternpost - the main piece being
compretery broke about 1o feet from thé
head.

At midnight beset among the ice driving towards
the land.

July 28 continued driving arong the margin
of the islands sometimes being no more than the
ship's breadth from those immense perpindicular
rocks - driving arong with ararming vetocity, theice winding and running in every possibre
direction.

July 30 At 2 an enormous body of heavy fierdice, being evidently propelled by a very strong
current came rushing down to leeward iweeping
us, and the ice to which we grappted, away to'thé
SE at the rate of 4 knots
violently up against it.

(HBCA, pAM, prince of Wates I log_book, July27-30, 1936, C.1/931)

Figure 7.3 shows the lsl from 1g30 to 1ggg, which includes
the eruption years l ggs and 1gg1 (according to Mass &
schneider's definition). one notabre feature disprayed by the
graph is that the ice conditions appear severe throughout the
eighteen-thirties. Only 1897 has an lsl value which is betow the
median of 19, and four of the ten most severe lsl years occur
between 1832 and 1g36. There is a noticeabre increase in sea ice
severity in the year following an eruption.
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Figure 7.3: The lsl from 1830 to lgg8

7-4 The Relationship between Atmospheric circutation
and severe lce conditions in the Labrador sea

The lsl for the Labrador sea supports the evidence from
other sources and other areas of the world that the years 1g16
and 1836 suffered extremely cold and severe summers. Not only
were these years severe in comparison with other years in the
period but they were much colder than our present extremes.

30 3731 38
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There is a distinct and statistically valid volcanic signal shown
by late ice clearing conditions in the Labrador sea in the year
immediately following a large eruption. From the very high
significance of this volcanic signal on sea ice conditions ¡t
appears there is a relationship between atmospheric circulation
and volcanic dust. since the rate of pack ice crearing is largery a
function of atmospheric circulation, there appears to be a
significant relationship between volcanic dust and atmospheric
circulation. Although ¡t ¡s' beyond the scope of this study to
speculate on the specific mechanisms which affect atmospheric
circulation, a brief description of the synoptic circulation
patterns which affect ice ctearing in the Labrador Sea is in order.

As discussed in chapter z, crane (1g7g) identified two
distinct patterns of ice retreat in the Labrador sea which he
termed early (Figure z.1o) and tate (Figure 2.11,), with these
patterns having different synoptic circuration patterns. crane
found that a key difference between years with earry ice retreat
and years with late ice retreat was that "the years of early ice
retreat have more southerly airflow" (crane, 1g7g). This more
frequent southerly airflow found in the early ice retreat years is
due to a more frequent occurrence of a low over Foxe Basin
(Figure 7-4a) or a tow over northern euebec (Figure 7.4b). The
increased frequency of southerly airflow accelerated the clearing
of ice in two ways. Firsily, the advected sensible heat from the
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south increased the temperature and thus increased the rate of
ablation of the ice. The second way in which ice retreat was
accelerated occurred because of an increased pressure gradient
which resulted in stronger winds that aided in removing the ice.
ln the years where ice retreat was late, there was a less frequent
occurrence of the lows in Figure 7.4, and thus less warm
southerly airflow. The lower temperatures resutted in a slower
rate of ablation and the lower pressure gradient also meant that
winds were weaker and ice removal was slowed. crane atso found
that the difference between late and early ice retreat years can
ultimately be attributed to the relative displacement of the zoo
millibar trough over Baffin rsland. He found that in years with a
late pattern of ice retreat the trough was displaced more to the
east, over Baffin Bay. rn the years of early ice retreat the trough
was displaced much less to the east, over Baffin lsland. The
eastward displacement of the trough promotes the influx of cotd
north and northwest winds over the Labrador sea. when the
trough is displaced toward the west these are reptaced by the
warm southerlies.
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Figure 7.4: Most Frequent Synoptic Types with

Southerly Airf low

Figure 7.4a:

TYPE 20

Ig:l |rgluent synopric rypes with sourherty airftow (Type 20 above and rype 11
Deþw) tor June-August in years with early ice retreat. (from crane, tg7'g)

Figure 7.4b2

TYPE 11
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Chapter B: lcebergs in the Labrador Sea

lcebergs have been left for separate study because they are
different from pack ice in almost all respects, from genesis to
size, distribution and behaviour. The presence of icebergs and
their distinctness was noted by the HBc crews in their voyages
across the Labrador sea. tåebergs were recognized as dangerous,
although different from pack ice in terms of the peril they
presented to the sailing ships. lcebergs were perceived as a
lesser threat than pack ice to the sailing ships. lcebergs coutd be
large and plentifur - but they st¡il were onry discrete obstacres,
which could be avoided and sailed among with little difficulty and
small delay. Pack ice, however, was frequentry continuous and a
barrier which coutd trap a ship or prevent its sailing. For these
reasons, perhaps the log-book descriptions of icebergs are not as
informative as those of pack ice.

8.1 lceberg Notation used in the Log-books

lcebergs were described as /s/es

the 83 years of record from 1751 to
occurred in 1821, when the log_keeper

of lce in the log-books for

1833. The only exception

referred to an iceberg as
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an lsland of tce. ln 1gg3 the officer who kept the log-book used
both of the terms tstes of lce and lce Berghs to denote icebergs.
ln the following years from 18g4 to 1870 the crews used the
more modern term ice be rg (berg is the German word for
mountain), although occasionally it was spelled tce bergh. Today
the term ice island is used quite differently from its historical
usage since it is applied to massive fragments of ice shelves
drifting in the polar seas.

The presence and the relative number of icebergs was
frequently recorded although the actuar number present was often
impossible to ascertain exactty. rcebergs were sighted in 110 or
94% of the 112 years of record, and there were s46 iceberg
descriptions (an average ol 4.1 comments per year) written in the
log-books while the ships were in the Labrador sea. The spatiar
distribution of these comments is presented in Figure g.1. The
number of comments per year ranged from zero to a high of 21

comments in 1892. The s46 iceberg comments were spread over
322 days, termed iceberg days, and the spatial distribution of
iceberg days is plotted in Figure g.2. The number of iceberg days
ranged from zero to nine iceberg days in 1gg2. The numbers of
iceberg comments and iceberg days are listed by year in Appendix
3.
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The comments were almost never descriptive of the
icebergs themselves, and usually dealt with the number of
icebergs. A exceptionally detailed example was recorded by the
crew of the Eddystone: "A large lsle of lce 2 miles long,, (HBOA,

PAM, Eddystone log-book, July 16, 1912, c.1t2g6). Another
unusual example occurred in 1gg4 when the log-keeper gave an

aesthetic description of the scene: 'Bergs in all directions
presenting a very splendid sight" (HBOA, pAM, prince George log-

book, July 29, 1894, c.1t7gb). The most common adjectives used

in these descriptions were targe or small, âs in the foltowing

example: 'A large lsle of lce to the NW off us" (HBOA, pAM, prince

of wales I log-book, July 1g, 1gzg, c.1/goo), but even these terse
adjectives are few and far between.

The most frequent form of comment only acknowtedged the
presence of icebergs in some quantity. There were two basic
forms of quantification used in the log-books. The first was
when the exact number of icebergs in sight was given, and the
second was a subjective estimate such as several or many. Table

8.1 gives a frequency anarysis of the occurrence of every
quantitative term used in the s46 iceberg comments. over half of
the comments gave the exact number of icebergs seen. The most
frequent sighting was of a single iceberg. Most comments which
gave the actual number of icebergs referred to small quantities
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Figure 8.1: D¡str¡but¡on of lceberg comments - A¡l years
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Figure 8-2: Distribution of lceberg Days - Att years
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Table 8.1: Fre_quen_cy Anarysis of Descriptions used by
HBC Grews to euantify lcebergs

Frequency Descrlptlon of Quanilty

(exact number 1 to 60; breakdown below)
several
many
a number of
some
a great many
lcebergs/ lsles of lce
a great number
a quantity of
numerous
a few; amazing quantity of
immeasurable; in sight all round
in all directions; in great plenty

305
175
12
12

9
I
I
5
3
2
1

Frequency oÍ occurrence of Exact Numbers of rcebergs

Freq
201
43
17
13

3
2
3
2

Number
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

10

Freq Number
1 11
1 13
1 14
1 15
1 t6
2 17
220
125

Freq Number
3 30
137
240
1 45
1 49
1 56
1 60
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of four or fewer. only 4y" of the total s46 iceberg comments

comprised counts of more than seven icebergs.

8.2 Annual Estimate of lcebergs

The ships' officers who counted the number of icebergs,

when there were more than'six, did so more than once per voyage,

therefore the zz exact descriptions of more than seven icebergs

are concentrated into a few years. These were years with mild
pack ice or calm conditions so that the officers had sufficient
leisure time to count up to 60 icebergs. A typical example is:

'Thirty seven lsles of lce in sight" (HBOA, pAM, prince Rupert I

log-book, July 27, 17sr, c.1tg74). when there were several
icebergs in sight the officers often used inexact and subjective
terms to quantify their frequencies. The most common of these
inexact quantitative terms was several which was use d in T3o/o ot
the subjective terms. The word several was used nearly fifteen
times more often than the next most common subjective terms
many and a number of. The iist in Table 9.1 shows that some of
these quantitative terms were indicative of large numbers but
impossible to translate into exact numbers. An example is: ,At 

6

immeasurable lcebergs around the horizon" (HBOA, pAM, prince

George log-book, July 27, 1994, Ç.1lTgS).
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Although s6/o of the iceberg comments gave a precise
number, the total number of icebergs sighted on an entire voyage
can only be established in 3s years, which is less than 30% of the
to"tal. These 35 years incrude the seven years in which the crews
observed no icebergs during the entire voyage. lt is apparent that
the years in which the total number of icebergs sighted is known
were also years in which few icebergs were sighted. Thus in 30
out of 35 of these years fii'e or fewer icebergs were reported by
the crews, and in 34 of the 3s years, ten icebergs or fewer were
observed.

To establish an annuat estimate of the numbers of icebergs
observed in the remaining g2 years a method of determining the
value of the subjective terms was derived. An anatysis of the
subjective terms yielded two general groups. The first group
contained terms which were interpreted as representing only a
small number of icebergs, probably exceeding three. These terms
are a few, some, and /s/es of tce/ Icebergs. This group represents
only 7.SYo of the subjective terms. The second group contained
the remaining gz.sv" of the subjective terms. The terms in this
second group referred to a targe number of icebergs having no

determinable upper limit. Because of the uncertainty invorved in
dealing with these subjective terms, not even approximate values
can be assigned to them. As a result, the Bz years in which
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subjective terms were used were broken into three groups. There

were 23 years assigned to the first group F which contained
descriptions indicating there were few icebergs sighted that
year. Forty-two years were assigned to the second group M which
had descriptions indicating a moderate to large number of iceberg

sightings. The third group inctuded the 17 years which had both

subjective terms and exact numbers. ln these years, by adding

the numbers, it was possible to estabtish the minimum number of
icebergs sighted. This waå the minimum number observed since

no values could be assigned to the subjective terms. These years

were denoted by the number of icebergs sighted followed by +.

The + was used to denote that the value was a conservative
estimate of the number of icebergs sighted that year. An exampte

of this third group occurred during the 1gg2 voyage of the prince

Rupert lv. ln two days the crew counted more than 140 icebergs,

and during the voyage there were 10 numeric descriptions which
added up to 149 icebergs. The vatue of 14g is a particularly

conservative estimate of the number of icebergs sighted in that
year, however, since there were also 11 subjective descriptions
describing several ot a great number ol icebergs spread over the
nine iceberg days. The estimate of the number of icebergs
sighted for each year is listed in Tabte g.2 as well as in the data
summary in Appendix 3.
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Table 8.2: Annual Estimate of lcebergs: 1751-1g70

M F 1 40+ F s19+ 6 0 2 F g
M M 10 1 35+ MM 1 3 2 SB+ M1O3MMM
3FMM32+M
F4FFMM
MMFTFF
M M M M 1Z+ t
SFFFOM
lFFMMM
M M M 16+ 90+ F

023
51+ F M
2M2
M50

45+ M gs
3 15+ M
F2M
21F
M 34+ 149tro
MFF
4MM
0

3

I
22+

F
35+

+M
M
F
3

+ '1ìrl

M
M

18+

Year

1750
1760
1770
17 80
r 790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
18s0
1860
1870

r no log-book tor tnãlãã-+ value is a conservative estimate
\rl many icebergs sighted that yearF few icebergs sighted that year
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Chapter g: Summary and Conclusion

Detailed interpretations and discussions of the Labrador
sea ice severity index were presented in Ghapter 6 and chapter 7
and the main purpose of this chapter is to provide a summa ry ot
the thesis and to add some concluding remarks. Although there
are other sources available', the HBc log-books probably provide

the best source of historical sea ice information in the western
portion of the Labrador sea, and three properties of the log-books

support this assertion. The ships followed the same general
route across the Labrador sea year after year, the log-books were
kept in a uniform manner throughout the 120 year period, and the
ships sailed through the Labrador sea at roughly the same time of
year. The ships left the Labrador sea and entered Hudson strait
July 28 on average with a standard deviation of only 10 days. As
a result, the log-books provide evidence of summer ice dispersal
in the western portion of the Labrador Sea.

An uncertainty that was more

Faurer's (1981) analysis of Hudson

Halpin's (1982) analysis of eastern

accuracy of the locations given by

books. ln Faurer's study of Hudson

acute in this study than in
Strait or in Catchpole and

Hudson Bay, concerned the

the coordinates in the log-

Strait the ships were often
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within sight of landmarks which the officers used to pilot their
ships. After their Atrantic crossing, however, the ships had been
out of the sight of land for 30 days on average when the crews
first saw Resorution rsrand. The technorogy was not avairabre in
the eighteenth century to permit the accurate determination of
longitude at sea and, therefore, a method of testing navigational
accuracy was devised. The general finding was that the mean
error in the recorded longitudes was g nauticat miles. Methods
were developed to correðt errors after the first sighting of
Resolution lsrand and to rocate the ships within a grid of
rectangles with dimensions of 1o longitude by 1s, latitude.

The method used by Faurer (1gg1), in which sea ice severity
was inferred from voyage durations, was not applicabte in this
study because there was not a strong relationship between sea
ice severity and the duration of the passage across the Labrador
sea. The methodology emptoyed in this study was an adaptation
of the method used by catchpote and Harpin (19g7) to derive the
ice severity index in eastern Hudson Bay. An initiar content
analysis of the 895 individual ice descriptions transcribed from
the log-books classified 4s separate word roots and phrases used
to describe ice. The sea ice conditions of 1965 were used as a
benchmark against which historic ice conditions were compared.
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The lsl provides evidence of year-to-year variations in sea
ice in the eastern approach to Resolution lsland, and ranks the
years with respect to their sea ice severity. The ice conditions
in the 120 year period ranged from milder than present day mild
conditions to more severe than present day extremes. There are
no means whereby the lSl values can be catibrated against modern

sea ice observations in the Labrador sea. consequenily, the lsl
must be treated as ordinal, not interval data. They permit us to
rank the years according tó ice severity, but they do not provide

numerical measures of the amounts of ice in individual years.

comparisons of the ranking obtained from the lsl with ice
indices from Hudson strait, eastern Hudson Bay, and western
l.ludson B"y, revealed that the ice severity in the Labrador sea
was not significantly correlated with the

other seas. This finding was attributed

rce

to

severity in these

the important role
played by atmospheric circulation in the summer dispersal of ice,
and to the regional differences in this role among straits and
bays varying in their orientations, dimensions, and water
movements. A comparison of the lsl with other historic sea ice
information for the Labrador sea, compiled by Newell (1ggo,
1983), indicates similarities in the findings. However, caution
must be used when discussing different parts of the Labrador sea
because of the complex interplay between the Baffin current, the
Hudson strait current, the Labrador current and the west
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Greenland Current in the study area. Different clearing patterns

in years with early and late ice retreat, and the influence of ice
from Hudson strait make ice data from the Labrador coast
difficult to compare with the lsl. crane's (1g7g) analysis of ice

clearing in the Labrador sea is probably the most detailed
available, and ¡t was based on only 11 years of data. ln the
absence of a more detailed analysis of ice clearing in the
Labrador sea, ¡t is difficult to fully utilize the information
provided by the HBc log-boóks and Moravian mission data. should

a detailed analysis be undertaken, the HBc log-book data analysed

with other historic sources would provide an even more
informative sea ice history.

The period of study of this research, 17s1 to 1970, covers
several major eruptions. These include the l ggs eruption of
coseguina, which was assigned the highest DVI by Lamb (1970),

and the eruption of rambora in 191s, which was assigned the
highest vEl of all eruptions that Newhall and self (1980) ranked.

The presence of a volcanic signal in the lsl was tested by an

adaptation of superposed epoch analysis. The eruption years to be
studied were selected using Lamb's DVI and Newhall and self's
vEl. The analysis yierded a highly significant volcanic signal in
the year immediately following an eruption. The probability of a
signal of this strength occurring by chance in the data is less

than 0.0003. Two case studies of the post eruption years 1g16
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and 1836 revealed that ice conditions were more severe than
present day extremes in the Labrador Sea and were exceptionally

severe for the historical period. Both 1916 and 1g96 were years

of exceptionally cold and severe weather throughout Europe and

North America.

It is suggested that any relationship between volcanic dust

and sea ice severity invotves the atmospheric circulation
associated with dust veitsl Grane (1g7g) found a relationship

between the patterns of sea ice retreat and the relative
displacement of the 700 millibar trough over Baffin tsland. The

results of this study together with crane's findings suggest that
there is a relationship between atmospheric circulation and dust
veils. Possibly in the year following a targe votcanic eruption

there is a displacement of the loo millibar trough to the east of
its normal position. The eastward displacement of the trough
results in less frequent occurrence of lows over northern euebec
and Foxe basin, which in turn results in the lower frequence of
warm southerly airflow. The lower temperatures mean a slower
rate of ablation and the reduced pressure gradient resutts in
weaker winds and slower ice removal.

ln addition to the analysis of pack ice, a brief

of icebergs was made. euantification proved to be

since the numbers of icebergs sighted were often

examination

very difficult

given using
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subjective estimates. The exact number of icebergs sighted could
only be established in onry 3s years. ln 17 years the minimum
number of icebergs sighted coutd be determined, thus providing a
conservative estimate. ln the remaining 65 years a numeric value
could not be assigned and it could only be determined if few or
many icebergs were sighted.
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REFERENCES A: PRIMARY SoURcEs

All historical documents are from the Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA) in theProvincial Archives of Manitoba.

Hudson's Bay Company Ships, Log-books

YEAR

1751
1752
1 753
1754
1 755
1 756
1757
1 758
1 759
I 760
1 761
1762
I 763
1764
1 765
1 766
1767
1 768
1 769
1770
1771
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1 780
17 81
1782
1 783
1784
1 785
1 786
1787
17 88
17 89
1 790

SHIP'S NAME

King George
King George
Klng George
King George
Klng George

HBCA
PIECE #

c.1/360
c.1/361
c.1/362
c.1/363. c.1/364
c.1t878
c.1t874
c.1/880
c.1/881
c.1t882
c.1/365
c.1/366
c.1t367
c.1/368
c.1/369
c.1t370
c.1t371
c.1t372
c.1t373
c.1t374
c.1t375
c.1/8s5
c.1t377
c.1t897
c.1/898
c.1/380
c.1/900
c.1/901
c.1/383
c.1/384
c.1/385
c.1/386
c.1/90s
c.1t387
c.1/388
c.1/389
c.1/390
c.1/391
c.1t392
c.1 /1 053

Mlcrof llm
REEL #

2M32
2M32t2M33
2M33
2M33
2M33
2M90
2M90
2M91
2M91
2M91
2M33
2M33
2M33
2M33
2M34
2M34
2M34
2M34
2M34
2M34
2M34
2M93
2M35
2M93
2M93t2M94
2M35
2M94
2M94
2M36
2M36
2M36
2M36
2M95
2M36
2M37
2M37
2M37
2M37
2M37
2M125

Prlnce Rupert ll
Prince Rupert I

Prince Rupert ll
Prince Rupert ll
Prince Rupert ll
King George ll
King George ll
King George ll
King George ll
King George ll
King George ll
King George lt
King George I
King George ll
King George il
King George ll
Prince Rupert lll
King George ll
Prince Rupert lll
Prince Rupert lll
King George ll
Prince Rupert lll
Prince Rupert lll
King George lll
King George lll
King George lll
King George lll
Prince Rupert
King George lll
King George lll
King George llt
King George lll
King George lll
King George lll
Seahorse



YEAR

1791
1792
1 793
1794
1 795

1 796
1797
1798
1 799
1 800
1 801
1 802
1 803
1 804
1 805
1 806
1 807
1 808
1 809
1810

1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1 817
1818

1819
1 820
1 821
1 822
1 823
1 824
1 825
1 826

1 827
1 828

1 829
1 830
1 831
1 832
1 833

SHIP'S NAME

King George ill
King George ilt
King George ill
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

King George lll
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

King George lll
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Eddlatone
Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I
Edd¡ptone
Prince of Wales I

Eddystone
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I
Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince of Wales I

Prince Rupert lV
Prince Rupert lV
Prince of Wales I
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HBCA
PIECE #

c.1/3e3
c.1/394
c.1/395
c.1t738
c.1t740
c.1/398
c.1t741
c.1t744
c.1t745
c.1t747
c.1t749
c.1t410
c.1t754
c.1/756
c.It759
c.1t762
c.1t766
c.1t769
c.1t771
c.1t772
c.1t774
c.1t775
c.1t776
c.1t777
c.1t296
c.1t779
c.1t781
c.1t783
c.1t785
c.1/305
c.1t787
c.1/306
c.1t789
c.1t792
c.1t796
c.1t797
c.1/800
c.1/803
c.1t807
c.1/80e
c.1/81 0
c.1/813
c.1/815
c.1t817
c.1/819
c.1t821
c.1t922
c.1t924
c.1t82s

M icrof ilm
REEL #

2M37 t2M38
2M38
2M38
2M67
2M67
2M67
2M67
2M68
2M68
2M68
2M68
2M40
2M70
2M70
2M70
2M71
2M72
2M72
2M73
2M73
2M73
2M73
2M74
2M74
2M22
2M7 4
2M74
2M75
2M75
2M24
2M75
2M24
2M76
2M76
2M77
2M77
2M78
2M78
2M7I
2M7 9
2M7I
2M80
2M80
2M80
2M81
2M 81
2M98
2M98
2M82



YEAR SHIP'S NAME

1 834 Prince George1835 Prince of Wales I1836 Prince of Wales I

Prince Rupert lV1837 Prince Rupert lV

1838 Prince Rupert lV1842 Prince Rupert V

1843 Prince Rupert V1844 Prhoe Rupert V1845 Prince Albert1846 Prince Albert
1847 Prince Albert
1848 Prince Albert

YEAR POST

1 8l 6 Fort George
1 81 6 Eastmain
1 81 6 Naosquiscaw
1 81 6 New Brunswick
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HBCA
PIECE #

c.1t735
c.1t827
c.1/830
c.1/831
c.1/930
c.1/931
c.1t932
c.1/933
c.1t934
c.1/935
c.1/938
c.1t942
c.1t677

. c.11679
c.1/680
c.1/683

Ml c rof llm
REEL #

2M66
2M82
2M83
2M83
2M99
2M99
2M100
2M100
2M100
2M100
2M101
2M101
2M57
2M57
2M57
2M58

c.1t684 2M581849 Prince Atbert C.1/686 2MSB1850 Prince Rupert V C.1/969 zMl0s1851 Prince Atbert C.1t6gZ 2MS91852 Prince Atbert C.1/692 2M6O
f 853 Prince Atbert C.t/699 2M6O1854 Prince Arthur C.|I7OS 2M611855 Prince Arthur C.117OB ZM6Z1856 Prince Arthur C.1ft10 2M6Z1857 Prince Arthur C.ll71g 2M6g1858 Prince Arthur C.1tZ16 2M6g1859 Prince Arthur C.1t71g ZM641860 Prince Arthur C.1\7ZZ 2M641861 Prince Arthur C.1t72S 2M6S1862 Prince Arthur C.ltZZZ ZM6S1863 Prince Arthur C.ltZZg ZM6S1864 Prince Arthur C.lt7g4 ZM661865 Prlnce Rupert Vt C.t/96S ZMtOs1866 Prince Ruperr Vt C.1/968 2M1Os1867 PrinceRupertVt C.1/970 2MtO6

1 868 Prince Rupert Vt C.ltg7l 2M 1 061869 Prince Rupert Vt C.ltg7g 2Mt 06t azo txvheeo c.t t4¿2 àti4á

Hudson's Bay Company post Journals

HBCA
PIECE #

B77lal3
B77lal3
8143lal15
8145la/34
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APPENDIX 1: THE 32 POINT COMPASS

the 3z:Polnt Conpaee:

(f +o1nt - l1¡ degreer)

Nemee. of compaae polnts (by nr¡r¡Uer):

1.N g.E l?. s 25. tJ

?. Ntrby5 10. E&byS 19. S&byr{ 26. h?byr.3. NÌ{E 11. ESE 19. SSt, 2Z . t/t{t{
I. NE&byN L2. SE&byE pO. St{&byS 28. Nl.J&br,/5. NE 13. SE 21. St.r - 29. NW

9. l{E&byE L4. SE&bS 22. S}r&byw 30. t{r{&byN7. ENg 15. SSE 23. WSt, 31. t{Nt,8. E&byN 16. S&byE 24. r/å.byS 32. t{&byr{

(adapted from Faurer, 1981)
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APPENDIX 2

Glossary of Sailing Manoeuvres*

BRrrue to: To check the course of the ship, by arranging the sails in
such a manner as that they shall counteract each other,
and keep her nearly stationary.

GnnpPLE: A sort of small anchor fitted with four or five flooks orclaws. used in the Labrador sea and other northern
waters to fasten the ship to a rarge piece of ice.

HAULED Up: (Hall'd up) similar to bring to.

srnruotrue orp: when speaking of a vessel, ís to keep at a competent
distance, so as to be clear of danger.

stRtrrorrue oru: ls to continue the course on which a ship sails.

srRruorrue opr Rruo oru: ls to keep alternatively near to the ice and
clear of it.

TRcrrrue : ls a manoeuvre of crossing the ship's bow across thewind. lt requires a disciplined crew and good timing. Atthe command 'Herm's Aree', the herm is put äo*n,
pointing the ship directly into the wind, while the yards
are quickly braced around to catch the wind trom theother direction.

WenRtrue : ls another manoeuvre of
the ship's stern across the
than tacking, and the ship
where it started.

crossing the wind, by passing
wind. lt is a slower method
ends up Íar downwind from

* Definition" 
^r" ^O^and J. Williams' Heart of Oak.
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Appendix 3: Summary of Data for all years
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Key To Headinas:

PD lottglDeparture. This was the last port !n Britain before.convoy began Atlantic crossing.
O - Orkney; S - Stornaway, Lewis K - Kinsale, lreland;' L- London.

Dates DD Dareof D_eparruref¡9m.pDlOh?plel 2.2).¡þy..31 =Day0; Junet =Day1;June 2=DayZ;erc.DES Dare of Entry into Hudson Srraii (Chapier 2.2¡.
DAC Duration of Atlantic Crossing in Days;'OAC=DÊS-DD; (Chapter 2.2).

comments 0 to 4 Total commenls for that voyage, coded using Figure 5..l.

Days 1 to 4 Daily ice sever¡ty indices, s, by code (chapter s).

lS I lce Severity lndex for the Labrador Sea (Chapter 5).

lcebergs IBC Total lceberg Comments for year (Chapter g).
tB D Total number of Days icebergs were silhted (chapter s).
lB I lceberg index for Labrador Sea (Chapter 8): 

'F=Fäw; 
M=Many; + indicates conservative estimate.
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